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ALBUQUERQUE,

STILLZION

LEADER

the revolution against the Mexican
can government scheduled , for - September 16.
Book Prohibited.
Berlin book
sellers have been prohibited from selling Upton Sinclair's book entitled
"The Industrial Republic." It Is alleged to be insulting to the German
emperor.
Sim-lair'-

s

New York, Aug. 25.

IN ROOSEVELT

PREACHES AT

COLUMN

LAS VEGAS

ANTI JOINISTS CAN

Record--

THINKS OF MOVING HIS

NOT BEAT PRESIDENT

Wellman Again About to Start.
Paris, Aug. 25. A dispatch has
been received here from Tromso, Norway, which says It is reported that
Walter Wellman, of the Chicago
Herald
polar expedition, is about
to leave Spltubergen In his attempt to
reach the North pole by means of a
balloon. The Wellman balloon was
successfully Inflated early In August
and a trial trip, with which Mr. Well-ma- n
was well satisfied, was made
about a week ago.

COLONY TO MEADOW CITY

NEW MEXICO, MONDAY, AUGUST 26,
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FROST
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1907.

tures was a reception and dinner to
the visitors by Charles J. Bremond at
his country home, three miles from
Roswell. and aN barbecue at the Roswell Country club. Hon. C. A. Richardson and wife entertained the legal
lights at a lawn party.
The chief social event of the session,
however, was the reception
to the
members of the bar by Judge William H. Popo and Mrs. Pope, the function being an extremely brilliant and
enjoyable one.
In the receiving line, besides Judge
and Mrs. Pope, there were Judge Ira
A. Abbott and daughter. Miss Constance Abbott, of Albuquerque;
Mr.
and Mrs. A. B. Renehan, of Santa Fe;
Mr. and Mrs. 1. A. Richardson.- of
Roswell, and District Clerk and Mrs.
S. I. Roberts, of Roswell.
Mrs. W. C.
Reld, formerly of Santa Fe. presided
over the punch table at one end of
the veranda, and Mrs. J. M. Hervey
at the other table, placed at the other
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1ETH0DS
RESENTFUL STATEMENT

THOUSANDS OF DOLLARS
MISSING FROM STEAMER

ISSUED TO EMPLOYES

end.

WEST VIRGIÑÍAÑ TO
FIGHT ANTI PASS LAW
New

Mi.ii.

By Carrie, Wc.

Double Tragedy in Ohio.

General Ainsworth Declares Dowie's Successor in
Washington Court House, Ohio, Directors Declare Absolute In- -' Postoffice Inspectors at Work
Aug. 25. Clarence House today shot
ly
Young
Attorney
Fearless
and killed his wife, and, turning the
Administration Will Continue
Mexico Investigating AgriculKeyser, W. Va., Aug. 25. A suit Is
on What is Believed to Be
nocence
of Wrong-doinweapon on himself, Inllicted a mortal
to be filed in Pocahontas county that
Man
Arraigns
Whom
parents
tho
wound.
of
When
the
to Appoint Statehood Advotural Possibilities With View will be carried to a finish to test the
Prosecution
the Outcome of Gigantic Conspiracy to Loot
woman rushed Into the' room they
s
law now being enforced by
Led
He
Alleges
Underhand
bodies,
a
found
both
while
cates to Office' in Territory,
the railroads.
to Permanent Settlement.
Socialist Outcry and Politics, Treasure Sacks,
baby of the couple was caressing tho
Several years ago when the Chesa- body of the mother.
Fight Upon Him.
peake and Ohio railroad was build- -)
Bit-ing-

g;

anti-pas-

Phoenix, Auk. 25. Former Attorney General Ainsworth returned here
from Los Angeles this week, where
he has been spending the summer.
e
Ainsworth was a candidate for
to congress on he joint statehood ticket in the last campaign and
Is the leader oí the Joint statehoo4
forces In this territory.
When seen today Mr. Ainsworth
stated that he did not believe that
Roosevelt would change his Joint
statehood policy toward Arizona and
New Mexico upon the statements
made by Klbbey and Sturges. The late
candidate for congress stated absolutely
that he had it straight from Secretary
Loeb In Washington that In the future none but Joint statehood men
In accord with the president's policy
were to be appointed to office In Arizona.
He gave It as his opinion that tlu
policy of the republican party regarding Joint statehood for Arizona and
New Mexico would not be changed
one lota, and that he doubted that
If Klbbey and Sturges
could take
Arizona away from Roosevelt If they
to
According
tried.
Ainsworth the
Jolntlsts will enter the next convention In favor of an unlniitructed delegation to the national convention, but
favoring a delegation which woul.l
further the cause of Joint statehood.

Dispatch to the Mumlng JoiimnM ing through Pocahontas county, an
agreement was made with
Las Vegas, N.'M., Aug. 25. OverCharles P. Dorr that In conseer Wilbur Glenn Voliva fired the first sideration of his granting certain
shot In the campaign attendant upon rights of way he was to receive a free
on the railroad.
the establishment of the New Zion, at pass
A short time ago the pass was rea big meeting at the opera house this voked. Mr. Dorr now proposes to
afternoon. At the close of his address Ming suit against the railroad for enforcement of his contract. The case
he took occasion to say that he was will
probably be carried to the federal
thinking of abandoning the old Zion court.
City entirely and making a new start
May Discharge Ilaggngc on Fly.
on a safer basis. A careful sftudy of
Spokane,
Aug. 25. Francis
the conditions of tho world had con- H. Cook, a Wash.,
Spokane pioneer, has sevinced him that the real basis of pros- cured a patent on a device for transperity of any colony or people must ferring the mall and baggage of railbe agriculture.
A colony could, not way passengers to and from moving
be safely founded on manufactories trains without stopping at stations or
and mercantile Institutions alone. He slacking speed.
proposed to avoid in the new colony
the errors Into which Mr. Ddwle had
American Yachtsmen Panqiicttcd.
fallen in the old. Many of his people
Hamburg, Aug. 25. The American
ha money and many more would re- yachtsmen who participated in the
ceive money from the sale of Zion. Kiel regatta were banquetted
this
Tho action of the Chicago courts In evening by tho North German Regatta
selling the lace factories to Marshall vereln.
Field & Co. for $200,000 he denounced as a base steal. He said they
had cost millions and the value was
little Impaired.
Vollva's theme was practical Christianity. He Is a forcible, incisive and
at times humorous speaker. He lacks
the magnetic power of Dowle, but he
strikes sledge-hammblows,
and
must needs leave an Impression upon
any audience he addresses. Dowie, ho
characterized us ono of the greatest
promoters that ever lived and one of
the master minds of the country, but
said he lacked business ability and
was ruined by prosperity.
He said the mission of Christianity
was to make the Kinirdom of God
come upon earth, and that the test oil
Christianity was In doing thing$lo
make the world better and happier
and not in creeds and churches. He
declared the mission of Zion to ' be
to help the poor and needy everywhere, to, give every man a chance to DENVER &. RIO GRANDE
make' an honest ring," to do good to
all men and to live Justly before the
PASSENGER WRECKED
world.
What the world needed was
the practice of the golden rule, not
theories.
It Is rather a curious fact that one Engine Derailed by a Defective
of the ablest preachers of the city, the
Switch Near Pueblo Carries
Rev. Norman
Skinner, preached a
powerful sermon this morning. In
Crowded Coaches Into Em
which the central thought was that
the test of Christianity was "to do
bankment.
the will of the Father," and not In
creeds or professions, not In theories,
but In practice.
Hoth preachers
many times repeated the central idea,
Tueblo, Col., Aug. 25. Twenty per
"Not In theory, but in practice." Rut sons suffered Injuries yesterday after
Voliva condemned salaried preachers
and many of the doings of the noon and a number of others were
when the
churches, while Mr. Skinner spoke of shocked and bruised
Christian Science, Dowioism and
Denver and Rio Grande westbound
as theories based upon disor- passenger train No. 5 was wrecked
dered imagination, or called Into ex- twenty-fiv- e
miles west of Pueblo. Tho
istence by the failure of the churches
to tench
the realities of practical wreck was caused by the second enChristianity.
gine of the train, which was a
In private. Mr. Voliva siiys that It
throwing the switch, which
"us nut yet been definitely determined
whether op not to abandon Zion en- caused tho locomotive to take the sidtirely, but It is certain that the new ing, derailing and throwing It against
on an agricultural the embankment.
colony, founded
The englno carried
basis, will be tho headqiiarters of the the baggage, mall and express cars,
a day couch and live Pullman sleepers
Zion movement.
Voliva expressed his enthusiasm re- from the rails.
The Becond section of train No. 5,
garding the mesa farms and said that
Industry and the employment of skill- which followed close behind the first,
train No. 4, were
ful methods would make this one of and eastbound
stopped a short distance from the
tho grandest spots of the world.
wreck. The passengers were transferred each way and those who wer
Mcxlcnn Hank Thief Arrested.
able, continued their Journey. The Inj:
El Paso, Tex., Aug. 25. Pedro
was arrested In Juarez today on jured were tuken to Salida. A .temth charge of having stolen $20,000 porary track was built around the
wreck and traffic, will be continued In
In 'Torreón from a bank.
He once spent a term In the peni- this way until the track Is repaired
and conditions become normal. Noivj
tentiary for highway robbery.
of the Injured are fatally hurt.
1'Yoak Cyclone Swlcs Dalla.
Dnllas,
Tex., Aug. 25. A most ARTILLERY SUGGESTED
freakish cyclone struck South Dallas
AS REMEDY FOR DROUTH
last night, demolishing two houses
and darning a third. Tho cyclone conto
block
one
fined Its destrueiveness
only and no other property was In- Connect lent Mayor Would lire Fifty
KouihIh into (loud to
jured.
Itrtug Shower.
(Speelal
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CRASH

Only One New Case Reported;

Soldiers at Cienfuegos
I

Are

:

luvu vi II
V

Washington, Aug. 25. One new
case of yellow fever was reported today to the war department by Colonel
Taylor,' chief surgeon with the army
In Cuba. The case is tit Sun Nicolas.
There are no new cases among the
soldiers at Cienfuegos.
Governor Magoon today cabled the
following from Major Kean at Cienfuegos:
"Kverythlng going well at the post
and In the city. All the sick soldiers
convalescent exce;it one. No new
ciihcs in city. Havo 2.10 men employCity divided Into
ed In fumigation.
ten districts, with efficient
Inspection; also five medical Inspectors go over the various Infected
zones each day to examine all cases
of sickness; inf) additional men In
ten gangs will begin drainage and can
collecting tomorrow. Work somewhat
delayed by daily storms, but progressing well.
Alcalde and people
well with work."
The authorities here are well satisfied with the fever situation.
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Dives' Near Military Posts Responsible for Much of Crime
Among Soldiers-Ma- ny
Court
Martials.
Washington, Aug. 25. The annual
report of Acting Judge Advocate General Porter shown that there wan a
decrease of tHi In the number of
court martials In the army during the
last fiscal year. The total number
offiwhn 8,918. including thirty-tw- o
cers, twenty.-thre- e
of whom were convicted. Among the enlisted men for
the greater number of court martial
trial! were on the ground of desertion, there being no less than 1.101
cases, and 3 case of .absence without leave. Four efticer were dismissed by sentenre, as against fourteen last year.
The report dwells tipon tho eJl
result following the passage of the
art, which, It Is said,
"has undoubtedly caused th location
near military reservations of resorl
for the sale Of Intoxicating ll'iuors,
which pHnder to the appetites anil
passion
of those enlisted men who,
largely by reason of the prohibition
In n.tiMon, frequent the samo. These
resorts fre beyond the control of the
military authorities Hnd their presence Is hlghlv detriments! to military
dlsolpllne. If such legislation (prohibition of saloons within one and
mile of a military post),
were followed In II the states, the effect would undoubtedly bo conducive
to military discipline and reduce the
number of mourt martial trials for offenses due to drunkenness.
anti-cante-

one-eigh-
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American I'agu
Detroit: Detroit 7: Iloston 1.
it at f ..iilu ITIful omtnm tit t.fttlltfl
2; Philadelphia 1. Second game, St.
Louis 0; Phlladejphla I.
;
Chicago
New
At Chango:
Tork S.
Western IrfUgue.
First game, Dei
At Pes Moines:
Moines 8; Denver 1. Second game,
Moines 3; Denver 4.
At

ir

Mor-monls- m

Vas-que-

"
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AUOSMELES
rour Leaders of Revolutionary
Junta Fall Into Hands of the
Police After Long Chase.
25. With tho
Los Angeles. Aug.
of four Mexicans here today,

arrest

the revolutionary movement, which,
under thennmoof La. Jutita, has for
three years beenV souf-- of cndle;n
trouble and annoykncVto the adminof Mexico,
istration of the
la believed to have Ween stamped out.
The men arrested hern are Ricardo
Flores Megan, president of La Junta,
for whoso arrest the Mexican government Is said to have offered a reward
of $20.000: Librado Rlverla. secretary:
Modesto Dlan. editor of La Revolution, one of four papers published by
Lh Junta, and Antonio I. Vlllareal.
The men In custody have been
hunted through the western half of
tho United Slates, Into Canada and
ulong the Mexican border.
Antonio Vlllareal, one of tho men
captured here, was the editor of La
Ilegencradon. I ho St. Louis revolutionary paper. Ho was raptured some
months ago near F.I Paso and confrom the
demned to deportation
United KtHte. Ho escaped from the
Immigration officer who were about
to lum him over to the Mexican authorities, going to Canada.
Vlllareal Is aald to be the leader of

New Haven, Conn., Aug. 2,r. As tho
drouth still continues in this state,
Mayor Htudley, of this city, has suggested that a battery of field artillery be used to discharge fifty rounds
of ammunition In the hope of producing an atmospheric change and consequent precipitation. Except for two
brief thunderstorms
several weeks
ago ,no rain hag fallen In this vicinity
days.
(or seventy-si- x

MOlERIURIIS

ACTOR

BITTER' FIGHT ON LAST
DAY OF BAR MEETING

New York, Aug. 25. The directing
Seattle, Wash., Aug. 25. A special
MISSING; POLICE
of the Standard Oil company have is- from Fairbanks, Alaska, says: What
SUSPECT FOUL PLAY sued a pamphlet to Its employes and is believed to be a gigantic conspiracy

Philadelphia, Pa., Aug. 25. The
police have been asked to make a
Defeated Candidate for Secre- search for Harvey A. Cnssldy. an actor, who has been missing from his
home, In this city, since last Thurstary Exposes' Odoriferous day,
when he started to the railroad
to meet a friend.
His sister
Record and Declares Linen station
fears he has met with foul play.
missing actor was for a time
Must Be Washed in Public. In Tho
Modjeska's company and several
engagements with
filled
seasons
Blanche Walsh. For the last two seaSpecial CorrMpondenra Morning Journal. sons
he has been touring the south
Roswell, N. M Aug. 24. Declaring and west with Charles R. Hanford,
that Max Frost, editor of the Santa presenting Shakespeare's plays.
Fe New Mexican, was currying out n
Famous Steeplejack Killed.
plot to "cut his throat." Richard II.
London, Aug. 25. J. A. Colde, a
Hanna. of Santa Fe, for three years mous steeplejack, met death yesterpast secretary of the New Mexico Bar day by falling from a Towend chimassociation and one of the best known ney, said to be the highest In tho
and most fearless young attorneys in world. Tho chimnev Is 445 feet high.
the territory, uttered on the lust day
of the meeting hero one of the most
scathing denunciations
of any man
ever heard In the territory, when he
exposed the malodorous record of Mr.
Frost and the plot which he alleged
had been made against him because
he was a Hugernian man and had incurred the enmity of the versatile editor of the New Mexican.
It had been supposed, up to the Jast
day of the meeting of the association,
that Mr. Hanna would be elected to
succeed himself In view of his faithful
anil efficient discharge of the duties
of his position.
When the last session convened, however, for the election of officers the plot began to unfold anil there ensued one of the bitterest fights ever witnessed at a meeting of the association. Mr. Hanna
was supported by W. C. Reid, former
attorney general of the territory,
while L. O. Fullcn. of Carlsbad; H. C.
Gortner, Paul A. V. Walter snd oth- ORDERED TO SUPPRESS
ers led the flghf for jHr. ICv K. cotí,
formerly of (Sallup atld now of, RosREVOLUTION EMBLEMS.
well, who was finally elected by a vote
of fifteen to four. Peforc the session
was over there
had occurred two
Exhibition of Sedisolid hours of the bitterest and most Unlicensed
vindictive attack and counter attack
tion Arouses American Popuon record.
Mr. H. It. Fergussnn, of Albuquerlation to Action; A Patriotic
que, nominated Mr. Hanna to succeed
himself, the nomination being secMeeting Arranged.
onded by Mr. A. I(. McMUIcii, also of
Albuquerque. Mr. Scott was then
nominated by Mr. Fullen.
Manila, Aug. 25. The police have
Then the fireworks began.
Mr. Hanna took the floor and in- been ordered to suppress Katlpunan
formed the members of the associa- (insurrectionary) flags unci emblems.
tion that he was about to be made the
victim of a plot concocted by the Hon. It Is currently believed that resort to
Max Frost, editor of the Santa Fe drastic measures has received the apNew Mexican, whose enmity he had proval of the authorities at WashingIncurred on account of his actions In ton.
behalf of good government during the
Meanwhile the veteran army and a
Hagermnn administration. Mr. Hanna
said thiit he did not propose to see committee formed of some, of the best
the Territorial Bar association used as citizens of Manila hirve completed
a tool to wreak the petty political
for n great patriotic mass
vengeance of a man whom he alleged meeting.
Delegations from Cavile,
had come to New Mexico under an as- Fort McKlnley and other nearby
sumed nn me In order to escape pros- places will attend. The meeting will
ecution for misdoing's elsewhere.
discuss means of preventing further
The sneaker declared that a delib- Insult to the United States flag.
erate plot had been made to crucify
The Americans here are profoundhim and "cut his throat" on tho cross ly In earnest and are thoroughly opof Max Frost's spite. He then launchposed to the unlicensed exhibition of
ed Into a brief sketch of the someInsurrectionary emblema
that has
what varied career of Mr. Frost, in been prevalent since the assembly
which he made some of the most sen- elections.
Philippines
commisThe
sational allegations conceivable. He sion probably will adopt some legisquesstartling
up
brought
a rather
lation against a continuance of the
tion as to tho nationality of tho subdice.
ject of his sketch and rehearsed the praTho
Katlpunan Is a revolutionary
now familiar episode which occurred society that once was very powerful
when the gentleman to whom he was In tho Philippines, and which was
paying his respects was register of the revived Inst April In tho province of
United States land office In Santa Fe, Laguna. It soon began to spread Into
and when an Investigation of land other provinces, and, since the ucees
matters In the territory by the govern- of the Nacionalistas In the assembly
by some sensa- elections, became, bold, aggressive and
ment was followed
tional Indictments and convictions.
impudent. Its chief emblems depict
Mr. Hanna did not mince words, but Dr. Dominador Oomez, the
In plain, unvarnished English took up
agitator, who Is now an assemblyone episode after another alleged to man-elect,
and Jose Rizal, a Filihsvo occurred In the picturesque life pino rebel against the Spaniards, by
of Mr. Frost. The place fairly sizzled whom he was executed about twelve
and some of Mr. Hnnna's auditors years ago. Its seal hears a repreheld their bronth as he called up some sentation of a Filipino snd a Japanese
Instances not as familiar to tho public fraternally clasping hands.
as others.
Some of tho older members of the AMEhlCAÑGÍRfCAÜSES
bar who had been In Ignorance of
what was coming up, here Interposed.
STRIKE IN CANADA
Protest was made against tho "washing of dirty linen" In the association
meeting.
Ottawa, ,Ont., Aug. 25. The em"These gentlemen havo brought ployes of the telephone office at Port
HanMr.
said
here,"
their dirty linen
William have struck because an Amur,
na, "In the expectation of washing It lean girl. Miss Ora Hudson, of Decaprivately. I propose that this linen tur, Ills., has tieen appointed as chief
public,
where operator. Tho linemen threaten to go
In
shall be washed
every one may know what Is going on. out In sympathy with tho young
If my throat Is to be cut, I propose women.
that It shall he done In public
Mr. Kergusson arose to explain that
In nominating Mr. Hanna he had been
In utter Ignornnce of Impending deHIS
velopments and named Mr. Hanna because he. lived In Santa Fe, where most
of the business of tho association Is
transacted and believed him the prop-e- r
man for the place. Mr. Fergusson
III GOLDFIELD
said he personally believed that Mr.
Scott had no part In any plot to oust
Mr. Hanna. or at least was Hti unconscious party to any such scheme. He
stood bv his nomination because he Nine Dollars for Eight
Hour
,
believed' Mr. Scott lived too far from
tho capital to be the proper man fur
Day Compensates Manipulathe place.
Mr. Hanna' remarks brought forth
tor of Pipe Wrench In Nevaa storm of protest, and several red-hspeeches denouncing his course
were made, to which equally caustic
da Camp.
responses were made. Tho air was a
deep ultramarino for a while, until the
.storm subsided of Its own accord snd
Ooldfield. N.v., Aug. 25. Approxithe meeting adjdurned after the vote mately three hundred and fifty members of the building trades of (loldlleld
had been taken.
Attorney A. I. McMllten. of Albu- will return to work tomorow morning.
querque, was made president of the The plumbers win their demand for
day. bin
association for the ensuing year, and nine dollars for an eight-hou- r
they, with all the other building trades
Paul A. F.. Walter vice president.
agree
glvo
day
ninety
association
the
to
notice
of
crafts,
The member
were well entertained while at the In case of a threatened strike or a
meeting. Among the enjoyable fea demand fur Increased wages.
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Chauffeur and Owner Instantly
Killed When Car Crashes Into
a Stone Wall.
Baunderstown, It, I Aug. 25.
Waldo Merrill, a stock broker, of Hos-toand Eric Mndstrorn, of Manhattan, Mass., his chauffeur,
were Instantly killed today by the overturning or their automobile, which crashed into a stone wall at a sharp turn In
the road leading to Narragansett Pier.
Four other occupants n tho touring
car escaped with but alight Injurie.
n,

Murderer Saved From nllw.
Lincoln, Neb., Aug. 25. The supreme court has suspended the sentence of death agslnst Harrison Clark,
of Omaha, who wan to hang August 30.

ot

to rob the United States mail

slock holders relative to the fine of
$29,240,000 imposed on. the Standard
Oil company of Indiana,
The pamphlet contains a statement from
President Moffltt, president of the
Standard Oil company of Indiana, and
a number of editorials from various
American newspapers. The especially
noteworthy feature of the pamphlet
Is Its introductory
statement, which
Is as follows:
"The directors of the Standard Oil
company, in printing this pamphlet,
desire to emphasize for the half million people directly interested In Us
welfare, the assurance of the company's absolute Innocence of wrongdoing In any of the prosecutions lately
Instituted against it in the federal
courts. Particularly is this so in the
present Chicago and Alton cases made
notorious by the sensational fine of
$23,240,000 Imposed on tho Standard
OH company of Indiana.
"If the Judgment in question be allowed to stand, the company will be
forced to pay $20,000 (that Is fifty
times tho value of the oil for every
carload carried over the Alton during
two years at an open 6 cent rate a
rate used over three competing railroads for from ten to fourteen years.
"The case has been taken on appeal
we
to the higher courts, to which
must look for that calm Judgment
which will resell" the rights of the citizen from the tielrl of public clamor
and from the domain of vindictive

is now
operation In Alaska. Only yesterday word was received from the coast
that the third pouch missing In a
month had been reported at Skagwa".
The sack contained $45,000 In gold
aust. anoresseu to Seattle banks.
Postoffice Inspectors already In the
north working on the two former robberies, have taken up the latest theft.
It is almost certain that the sacks
were stolen while In transit on ihi
Yukon river boats between this point
and Dawson. Several men are under
suspicion, but no arrest have been
made.
Kvcr since the gold dust shippers
have decided to use the malls for
sending out their metal Instead of
patronizing the express companies, a
they previously did, because of the
high tariff, there has been trouble. II
will necessitate the employment
of
guards by the government to watch
As they hav-the gold shipments.
been practically unguarded up to date,
robberies have been easy, and It Is
believed that the thefts have resulted
from systematic operations of bandits
working with well laid plans.

company that it has been manifestly
difficult to get a fair hearing before
the public or In a large portion of the
public press, the latter, to Its great
bar tn. .swayed alike by socialistic outcry fr'on tiClow and political pressure
from above.
"As proof of the hitler, It may be
noleil that in the president's message
of May 4. 100Í, attack was mado on
the Standard Oil company for the
purpose of forcing the passage of the
Induty on denatured
bill remitting
alcohol a measure In which the company was not Interested. On May 17,
's
liiliil, the issue of Ommlssloner
report on petroleum transportation, a lisstfe of old misrepresenta
tions, was timed to Influence the Hep
burn rate bill, then before congress.
On May 20, Í 0 7 , while Judge Lnndls
had stlil under consideration the Judgment of the Chicago anil Alton case,
Commissioner Smith's Illogical and
partisan report on pipe, lines was
The commissioner's
made public.
report on petroleum and
second
a wholly false deduction from
profits
incomplete facts was sent In advance to the press for publication on
August B, In the knowledge that Judge
liiindls would pronounce Judgment on
August 3.
"What motive underlies tho campaign of defamation need not here ba

President of Erie Road" Objects
to Use of His Name in Connection With Chicago Project

politics.
"So persistent and adroit bus been
the warfare waged with all the overpowering authority of the federal administration against the Standard Oil

-

(lar-lleld-

1

discussed.

"That our friends may knowr more
fully how the truly Independents are
upholding right and honesty, a few
editorial comment are appended, following Mr. Moflltf public statement
on the Alton case. Each one of the
article and extract will repay reading."

In

s

HlMilCINL

Chicago,

Aug.

25.

F. D.

I'nder-wou-

d,

president of the F.rle, is not
connected with the Notional School of
Railroading w hich F. S. Mordaunt has
opened la "041 Michigan avenue
was claimed by Mordaunt that his
school had the backing of several of
the biggest railway systems In the
t'niled States, and among them the
Rrle. Not only was the use of Mr.
Underwood' name unauthorized, as
was the use of tho name of the road
which he represents, but the Erie's
president also Is not In favor of railway schools.
In a communication to D. W. Cooke.

assistant general traffic manager of
the Krle at Chicago,, Mr. Underwood
says that he Is not In favor of such
schools, as It is his firm belief that
the place to make railroad men Is on
the railroad.
This Is not the first
time. It Is said, that Mordaunt ha
used the name of railway men without
authority.
-- i
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New Marriage Jtogulatlon.
Romo, Aug. 25. The Osservatore
Romano publishes ft decree Issued by
of the CouncJJ,
the Congregation
which contain a number of modificafixed by the
tion of the regulation
Council of Trent in the mattor of the
and
formalltle governing betrothal
will
marriages. Those modification
day,
1908.
upon
Easter
take effect

FUGITIVE

CASHIER

SEIZEOAT LAS!

Growing Crops Beaten Down;
Machinery and Buildings Ruined by Sudden Summer
Storm,
Ore., Aug. 25. Tho
Tendleton,
hardest hall torm which ever occurred In Oregon visited two different
sections of Umatilla county almost
simultaneously last night. The prop
erty loss from the storm will reach
many thousand of dollar. Hundred
are
of acre of wheat and alfalfa
ruined. Hrldgea, farm machinery iir:i
buildings belonging to farmer were
damaged. Live tork Buffered connld-er- a
bly.

Iowa Banker Eludes Pursuit for DISTINGUISHED LAWYERS
Many Moons Working as a
GATHER AT PORTLAND.

Janitor in Kansas City,
Kansas City. Mo., Aug. 2'.

Parker Address.1 Amorte
Itar Association This Morning.

Alton It.
W.

A.

Farran. alias M. W. D. Adams, former
Portland.
M.. Aug. 25. Discashier of the Farmers' National bang tinguished
member of the legal fraof I "lea rlleld. town, usa arrested here
today on the charge of embei.llng th ternity from all sections of the United
are here tonight and many
school funds of Taylor county, low. State
to attend
The disappearance of the school funds more will arrive tomorrow
which were on deposit In the banK the thirtieth annual meeting of the
caused the failure of the Institution.
The bank suspended June ao. ISO, sit
months Bíter Furrsn gave up his position as cashier. The bank failed for
thousand dolmore than thirty-thre- e
lars and Farran disappeared. For a
time the Iowa officers traced the fugitive but apparently he was able to
bafilo h II effort to rapture him and
after a few months the che was
given up. t'nder the nsme of Adnm
Farran he. has been working here for
some time, being employed as Janitor In a largo office building.

American Bar association. The meet-In- g
opens tomorrow morning and will
continue until Thurday afternoon.
The feature of th" opening aesslon
will be the annual address of President Alton B. Parker.

Flit Hell Liquor Unlawfully.
Canon Pity. Aug.
have been adopted by the city council
Instructing City Attorney Taylor to
bring proceedings against the Elks'
club. Th resolutions are strong, urging proceeding against the officials,
member or bartender In any wy
IjíiiiMIiIc
1ll Ii Ore.
which will lend to break up the alHhsnnn-haAug.
25.
John
Leiidvllle.
leged sale of wine and liquor.
Who holds a lesse of the Hopkins
property near Mount Sheridan, has
lb, by Drown In Milk
n.
made a peculiar strike. After workWashington, Aug. 25. llajnioiid
ing all winter and summer In a tunnl
í.il hrsd ruerno!
with discouraging results, he was line,
about (o abandon the property when a Into a full can of n.llk tn hi father
about. Th
landslide disclosed a vein that Is now dairy while no one w
wedged ftisl and wss
yielding tUn.niHl o the ton In gold, child w
drowned.
silver and lead.
IHmí-Iow-

n.

N
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Capital and Surplus. $100.000.00.

INTEREST ALLOWED ON SAVINGS DEPOSITS

THE ATTEMPT

I

IB

Coloradoans Win Fiercely Con- Annual Report of Territorial Violent Storm Deluges Grant Bold Bad Bill Estis of Arkansas
tested Baseball Battle by Force Made to Governor for County and Results in Vast Leads Unsuccessful Effort at
a Get Away From the City's
Benefit to the Range and
Past Year Shows That 153
the Narrow Margin of Two
Bastile.
Farming Interests,
Arrests Were Made,
to One.

Claimed That Umpire Threw
the Game to Trinidad in the
Inning-B- oys

HunCattle Stealing-Fi- ve
dred Head of Stock Returned
to Owners',

Home-Toda-y,

r

Imperial

(ftpwrtal Diepateh to the Morning Jnnrnal.)

Gal-gan-

Oal-giin-

t
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THE IRISH
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SCORE OF 7 TO 2
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O.cr the Landscape by the
VisitorsGood Crowd and a
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FIRST SILVER

TROUBLE
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Good Game,

WEST

day wh.'n ilie Irish take
but they had to t.ik mi and
head in yesterday afternoon at Traction park when the Gerónimos were
defe, ted by the Socorro- - base ball
team by the score of 7 to 2. It was
a g od speedy game with plenty of
real ball plujlng and was witnessed
by o ic of the best crowds of the season. There were over tilt" people In
the grand stand.
Tl ere was a young
man named
Wad lill who pitched for the (Jerónimos yesterday.
U'addell Is n name
to make the fans cock up their car
The
Ocronlmo.s'
and take notice.
pitcher, who Is a brother of the celebrated Itube, showed
conclusively
that there Is blame little In n name.
The Oetn City aggregation Ml on
Mister Waddeii and when they were
through with him there was hardly
the name left. They pounded him
unmercifully till over Traction park.
Gathering up eight hits In the fourth
the visitors with the aid of four errors had the Shamrock bocys ballooning up Into tlie rarefied atmosphere. Net gain to Socorro, seven
runs.
After this rather revolutionary procedure, Walter Allen of the Varsity
went In with one out and one man
on base and tried to put on the
He put out the next batt-- r
brakes.
without scoring. No further scores
were made off him and ho held them
down to three hits for the rest of the
game.
Hagerman for Socorro pitched a
fancy game. They got four hits olT
him, and he struck out seven. Take
it nil around, It was good satisfying
base ball and the crowd got en
thused. But It was really painful,
what the southern boys did to Wad- it
wati

C.

Near Carrizo and a
Freight Derailment Near
Adamana Tie Up Operations

Washout
Bad

Again,
The Santa Fe Is again suffering
from a chapter of accidents which
has resulted In the serious demoralisation of the schedule and has caused
the traveling public to say cuss words.
Trains N. 4 and No. 8 from the
west, due here at supper time last
night, did not get In until early this
morning on account of a bad washout at Carrl.o and a serious freight
derailment near Adamana, the petrified Forest station. An engine and six
cars went Into the ditch, the derailment being caused by the sinking of
the track undermined by the heavy
rains. Further details of either tho
wreck or the washout were unobtainable last night.

dell.

Tho score:
0
Socorro
Albuquerque ...0

t)

7

0 0

1

0 0
0 0

07
02

B0NI FAILS TO MAKE

S

EDO

a cold

lawmaker Pay Hue,
UP WITH FORMER WIFE
Newport. It. I , Aug. 25. Irving
Chase, who did not give his address
but said he was a member of the
Purls. Aug. 25. Count fionl dc
Connecticut legislature, was fined 110
s persistent efforts, which still
and cost for speeding Ms automobile
continue, to effect a reconciliation
yesterday.
bin
former wire, recently gave
with
Tea Tear la 114.
to a report that the couple soon
rise
mr b4 would com together again. There
Tr,r ten yeara I wee ronnned
lili diwaee of m, kldnrre." wrltra R. A. not
word of Jrulh In the rumor.
Oakvllle.
"It wee an sa- Mme, flould Is spending the summer
Orar, J. I.
ver that f muid net mora part nf tha tima. quietly at
her chateau In Ie Mnrnls
I mneulted th very bra! m,ll.al eklll avail,
8he has
rmiM gr tit relief until F"lr'a with her three children.
a Mo.
yet
finish,!
the settlement of her
It not
Klilnrv ,'nr waa recommended ta an
schedHlelly
Interminable
a
If,
(iixtread
former
tu
O
ma." J.
huhand'a
h.e
drufftata,
ule (it debts.

t,

AIID

A daring attempt to break out of
the Albuquerque jail was frustrated
Saturday night by Assistant Marshal
W. C. Kennedy, when he discovered
Kd. Merrlam, Fred Haskill and Hill
Rates, men wanted by the authorities
in other states for various 'offenses,
forcing a hole through the wall of the
city jail in the Korber building.
The discovery was made about 8:30
o'clock when Kennedy was making a
regular Inspection of the jail building.
Learning that the men could
not possibly escape for an hour, Kennedy stationed Officer Alex Knapp at
tho city Jail and then procured three
pairs of handcuffs, with which to secure the prisoners, enabling him to
transfer them to the Hernalillo county
Jail without difficulty.
Whan Assistant Marshal Kennedy
and Officer Knapp suddenly opened
the door to the holdover, the prisoners were caught In the act of enlarging a hole through the wall, which
had the men been given two hours
more time, would have been large
enough to permit tlicm to have secured their liberty.
"What are you fellows up to?"
asked Kennedy as he advanced towards the' men. Without answering,
they merely looked into each other's
faces with a sickly expression, which
plainly indicated, "The jig's up."
Kennedy commanded the men to
stand in a, row. It took him only a
few minutes to snap the bracelets on
their wrists and start them towards
Central avenue, where they boarded
an Old Town car, en route to the!
county jail.
The wall of the Korber building, a
section of which Is used as the tern- porary city jail and court room, is
composed of only two layers of brick,
nut wnen ine city secaren possession
of the building, two Inches of heavy
timber was placed over the brick
around the jail.
In some unknown manner the men
secured a spoon and case knife and
with the improvised tools they succeeded in forcing one of the heavy
boards loose, and then the work of
digging away the brick and mortar
was started.
(
A hole largo enough to permit the
head of a man to he thrust through
was made, and when
the prisoners
were discovered they were enlarging
the aperture as rapidly as possible.
Kstes,
Hill
arrested last week,
charged with grand larceny and
breaking jail In Arkansas, is believed
to have been the leader In the attempt, as the Arkansas authorities
want Hill badly. "
Kd Merrlam, arrested by the local
police upon the request of the Los
Angeles authorities, who charge hm
with grind larceny, and Fred Paskill,
wanted by the Oakland, Cal., police,
usslsted Kstes in the work.

Wa Ideli's Brother Pounded all

lltfiHture and considerable grim determination, ten big husky New Mexico lads Hirped here this morning,
quite certain that whatever they did
HgaliiMi Trinidad's baseball
team, It
would be fighting to get It.
They were the Mcintosh Browns,
Albuquerque's cherished baseball team
With an enviable record behind them,
nothing to lose by coming to Trinidad
to pi.iy the local team, and evety.
thing to gain If victory Is theirs.
Though It has been scoffed at bv the
A Ibuqtierque papers, every one of the
Albuquerque fans feel that It would
be a tremendous feather In their cap
to beat the Trlnidads who have cleaned up the state so far us baseball
trams In this slate are concerned.
The Browns are composed of liny
Mdionald. catcher; Joe (iatgano ami
ileorge t'rable, pitchers; K. Shay.
ttrt base; Charles Kunz. second base;
Bert Clancy, shortstop; Charles llath-burthird base; Bert Oraliam, left
field; K. McHugh, centerfleld; K. Hale,
right field.
With the team came F. Harris, the
secretary and treasurer of the Territorial Fair association, and O. II Mat-somanager of the Browns. The two
last gentlemen named are attending to
the distribution of fair literature and
can do a' great deal during their two
days' stay In Trinidad to advertise I h
big New Mexico event.
Among the things that they carry
as advertising matter are a bunch of
green cards, shaped Ilka the cards
to call express wagons and printed In red Ink. The cards proclaim In
a loud tone all that one wants to know
about the fair off hand.
Albuquerque'i annual territorial fair
Is the biggest event of tho year for
that city and tin cltlxens show the
right sort of enterprise In sending out
advertising with every trip that the
tiwm mHke away from home.
Trinidad Is principally concerned In
Albuquerque's baseball learn today,
w hich Is swond In consideration
only
to the Trinidad team. Following up
you
will naturally butt Into
l.ie team
considerable
and
fair aiBertlslng.
whether the Browns win or lose, they
will have helped tell (he southern part
of Colorado about this fair which Is
coming, and that Is accomplishing a
good deal.

Ii
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SHjs:
Loaded down with Albuquerque f.ilr

Journal.

Superintendent Thompson of the
Ocala Copper mine In the ISurros, has
returned from Kl Paso where he pure
power boiler and
chased a
engine which will lie Installed at
once.
His main shaft is now down
275 feet and Its bottom is In rich ore.
A blast at a depth of 250 feet a few
days ago, exposed a vein of soft mud
In which were found some live frogs.
They are said to lie about the size of
an ordinary toad, covered with red
spots and hoary with age. They were
different from any other frogs yet
seen In the vicinity.

nuniiirnn iiiitii

CEÍ0NIM0S

Correspondence Morning

Silver City, N. M., Aug. 25. Silver
City and vicinity were visited yester
day by one of tho heaviest rainfalls
and strong winds that has been experienced here for a long time. More
than an Inch of water fell in a short
time and thus converted the dry canyon beds Into roaring,
turbulent
mountain torrents. The dry arroyo
coming through town carried a flood
of water, but it did not reach a sufficient height to do any appreciable'
"
damage.
Considerable rain has fallen during
the past ten days and the range and
stock are Improving fast. The recent
rains will practically assure a good
supply of winter pasturage.
A New Kiitcrprise.
Wayne W'hitehlll and Leo Dotsou
have launched a new enterprise ir,
They have secured
Silver City.
Judge
old
limestone
Neweomb's
marry and have built two large lime
kilns with which they expect to supply lime for this vicinity. They will
also furnish quarried stone to the
contractors.'
Swiped n Cow.
Mounted Policeman Putnam arrested V. P. Harrington Monday,
charged with driving off a cow and
calf, the property
of Mrs. Nellie
lieylie. lie was brought before Justice Newcomb and bound over to the
grand Jury in the sum of $500, which
he promptly gave,
Kaisi' 1lojuor I,Ithsc.
At Monday night's council meeting
an ordinance was passed and approved by Mayor AVilson Increasing
tho saloon license from $l.iO per year
to $K0O per year. This was done to
provide revenue for school purposes
which will be decreased by the anti- gambling law going into effect soon.
Notes IVoiu the .Mines.
Manuel Taylor shipped three carloads of silver ore from his mine In
Chloride Plat to the Kl Paso smelter
this week. Most of this ore was of
low grade but he expects to ship a
car of very high grade ore this next
week.
This mine Is noted for its
pockets of very high grade .silver

ore.
The Top Mining company In the
Is Installing a very comw Mogollona
plete mining eiiulpment of engines,
compressors, hoist, air drills, etc. Thl.,
property Joins the Last Chance mino
in tho Mogollón group.
Itlast I iicaiilis lVogs.

i
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Saturday's Trinidad
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II
moving MIM
a credit to the territory.

heaven and earth to get C.ilgano, but
the Browns have grown rather fond
of the clock u oik nitcher who is al
ways there with the goods and do not
Intend to part with him. Seeley was
lovvn from I'ueblo at the game and
,,,.- ...
as that gentleman began to get in hl
Me kept his eye on
fanrv work.
fialgano all through the game an I
made a break for him as soon as the
game was over. He Is dead set on
getting the man with the muscular
arm for Pueblo next season.
The Drowns leave for home at 2
o'i lock In the morning and when they
arrive In Albuquerque will at once go
In training to give Trinidad a black
fyp next month which will stay black
till Christmas.

Licenses Raised in Three Men Wanted for Offenses
in Other States Now Repose
Mining Center, Spotted Frogs
in Security of the County
Unearthed by a Blast of DynJugsado,
amite,

(Bliei'lal

Journal.

fifty-thre-

over-confide- nt

1

Morning

( orrraiMitideme

Santa Fe, X. M.. Aug. 25. That one
e
arrests were
hundred and
made by the New Mexico mounted
police is shown bv tho report of Captain Fred Fotnoff for the fiscal year
ending May 31, 1Ü0Í, to the governor
of the territory.
The report shows that the mounted
police have been busy and ft Is becoming more and more evident that
the assistance of this 'fearless body
becoming Indispensable
of officers
s and order
to the preservation of
In the territory.
The mounted police t force under
now consists
of
Captain Kornoff
Their movements are
eleven men.
somew hat handicapped i by the fact
that no more free transportation is
Issued by railroads to police officers
in the territory and the present appropriation Is Insufficient for the
necessary expenses.
Of the lf3 arrests, seven were for
sheep stealing, twenty-thre- e
for cattle stealing, fourteen for horse stealing, twenty-on- e
for carrying pistols,
nine for murder, four for violation of
tho game law, three fugitives, eight
prisoners who escaped from the penitentiary and who were returned to
for
that Institution, and sixty-thre- e
various other violations of the law.
more
th.'n
The counties in which
ten arrests were made during the year
are as follows: Santa Fe, 11; Socorro,
IS; (iuadalupe, 14; Otero, 13; and
Torrance. 11. Arrests were made In
most of the counties of the territory,
though less work of this kind was
done in counties in the eastern part
of the territory than elsewhere. During the long period covered by the
report there were restored to their
owners about 5(10 head of horses,
mules, cattle and sheep which had
been stolen.
months which 'nave
In the three
elapsed since the end of the period
covered by tills report, t'n j mounted
p'. lice have ben unusually busy and
quit a number of most important arrests have been mad", Including lhos,
of a number of first degree mur:cr rs.
The members of the force have
a reputation
for fearlessness,

Trinidad, Col.. Auk. 2:. Trlnlda.l
took the second uatno of tho series
away from the Albuquerque I?rowns
here today before ono of the, blRRest
and most enthusiastic crowds of the
season by the score of 2 to 1.
The game was the swiftest Trinidad
has seen and to say that the Urowna
treated the somewhat
Colorado aggregation to a surprise is
o
putting It as mildly as possible.
has covered himself with glory,
and as a consequence the big league
are already casting covetous glances
o
at the Albuquercqcuo wonder.
played a perfect game, a game
without a flaw nnd a game that set
the grand stand wild. Trinidad mnd?
her fir.'it score In the fourth nnd did
not seors again until the ninth. Albuquerque made her solitary one spot
In the sixth.
Albuquerque has nothing to complain of in the treatment accorded
her by Trinidad. The Trinidad players are all gentlemen as well as spoi-t.and last ball players and th' Browns
have been shown a royal good time
sinre the moment they hit town. The
Browns, however, all say with the utmost posit Iveness that the game was
deliberately taken away from them
and thrown to Trinidad by the umpire In the ninth Inning. The Browns
received three decisions that were
taw as a fresh cut porterhouse steak,
but the climax was copped In the
ninth. The score should have been
to
at the beginning of the ninth,
but the umpire was seized with a sudden blindness anil couldn't see It that
way. The boys took It good naturedly
however, and are satisfied with the
run they gave Trinidad. They played
the Colorado boys close enough to
the narrow edge to be assured that
they will be able to play all around
them when they get them on the Albuquerque grounds.
Meltonabi, who played a cool and
heady game, made the hit which
brought In the run for Albuquerque.
The boys all played a good, fa"t. artistic game of base ball and have
nothing to regret.
Trinidad romes to Albuquerque September 7 and 8. and comes to find

Chums

bread and
mn mir ttxJIrtuu
iMinrl.hli.f
brallh grawlna rhlldrea.
l'var rhlhlrM
and Mir bread alimld I Inarparabla. llanty
Imt-- rt
I Holler I rvam llraad anil (nod,
will
ansa? dwtara' billa. All at Mir
baka alaffa are'a drllM ta tha dainty at all
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What a Bank ShouláGive
The greatest possible service to the greatest possible
number of people in the greatest posible number of

.

1

'ways.

,

THAT IS WHAT WE STRIVETO DO AT ALL

1 IMES,-- '

OUTSIDE THE HOLE

Arrests Were for Liquor

Twenty-thre- e

THE JAFFA
"Good Things tq Eat."

OFFICERS WATCH

FOR

SWIPING COW AND CALF

LEADS WITH NINETEEN

THE SUNDAY GAME

Ninth
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MONTEZUMA TRUST COMPANY

JAIL

MED POLICE TORRENTS BOAR V0ULD-6- E

TR IfllOAD GETS

26, 1907.

Crawford, Who Fell to
Death in Deep Shaft, One of
Mining Pioneers of the Great
P.

Southwest,
Nothing thai has occurred In southwest Now
Mexico
for years has
shocked the residents of that section
so much as the awful death of the late
C. I'. Crawford, who fell 150 feet to
his death In a shaft at Simla ltita, as
told In the Morning Journal yesterday. The Sliver City Enterprise thus
tells of the Interesting and picturesque career of Mr. Crawford:
"Mr. Crawford was an old and highly respecte)! citizen of Silver CHy.
where he hail many warm friends, lie
came to this place In 1873 from Colorado and for many years was engaged In the mercantile business under
the firm name of Porter & Crawford.
"No single Individual has been so
closely identified with the building up
of Sliver City and tho adjacent camps
of the southwest.
"In 1S7H he operated the first
sliver reduction works In the territories of Arizona and New Mexico, near
the site of the present Silver City Reduction Works below town; the mill
being under the superintendent
of
the late K. K. llurilngamo, of Denver,
Colo., but at that time u resident of
this place.
Together with Henry M.' Porter, of
Denver, Colo., he organlzdfl the firm
of Porter & Crawford, whlch.for many
years conducted the most 'extensive
mercantile business of the southwest,
and also ran led on the largest hanking business in New Mexico, the dally
balances at tho Chemical National
bank, their New York correspondent,
averaging IftliO.OOO
for years at a
time. The deceased wus foremost In
fostering the mining Industries of this
section. He advanced provisions ami
money fo the poor prospetor
who
were opening up the country and took
depan active part In pursuits of tho
redating bunds of Indians that Infested this county.
"He aided In the development and
negotiating of many Meritorious mining properties, among which may be
mentioned the Ingfellow and Melcalf
group of copper claims at Clifton,
ArU.. to Ihe Arizona Copper company,
a syndjente of Kngllh
and Scotch
capitalists.
nnn
to believe
his
misfortune
"It
that most men were of his own caliber of honesty nnd straightforwardness, and by misrepresentations,
of

The State National Bank

It's better than ever now
our

ALBUQUERQUE.
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KREAM BREAD.

KRACK

want you to use it.
It is made to please you.
We make several shapes:
Poppy Seed Twists

We

Vianna Loaves,
French Loaves,
Cream Loaves,

Ml

FIRST NATIONAL

also

--

Graham Bread,
Rye Bread
with or without caraway

ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO- -

BOXES FOR RENT

SAFETY DEPOSIT

seeds.
Our Hot Rolls

at

5 o'clock

are proving very popular,
- Parker
in two shapes
House and Vianna. Any
special shape or size

BALDIUDGE'S YARD IS THE PLACE

made special for you, if
you tell us before 12
o'clock noon.
Our Coffee Cakes in two

For Lumber, Shingles, and Lath. Large stock of Windows, Doors
Paints Oils, Brushes, Cement, Building Paper, always on hand

J. C. BALD RIDGE
T.mToiiT'.itnmo

4s ctfrit rii?sT thito'T

Tho .Superior Planing Mill Is now equipped to tlo all kinds of mill
work at prices that defy competition. Call or wrlto for prices before plac'
ing your order for anything made ly a first class mill.
'

kinds, Crescent Loaf and
German Cinnamon Cake;
also Cinnamon Rolls,
Raised Doughnuts, Good
Cakes made fresh "every
day.

,

THE

Mail

KXTEJVOS IX) DETOS1TOIW liVKUY PKOPKIt ACCOMMODATION
AND SOLICITS NEW ACCOUNTS.

as ltecclved.

W. B. STIMCKLER.
Vic President

willian

j. c. baldiudge.
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BOBRADAILE'S

Bargain
Store
FURNITURE, CROCKERY,
STOVES

AND

3

george ajinot.
o. e. ckomwkll.
ulackwell.

Mcintosh.

a.

m.

PATTERSON
DING STAR LES

fTTH.

It

OAK

TcIiiIiiiq

West Silver Avenue

i

W. J. JOnNSON,
AsatsUnt CmíiIo

and Cashier.

LIVEHY AND,
311-31-

,

President

LUNA,

OLOMON

X7LT
some supposed friends he invested
very large amounts in the Golden
Kul)' mine near Howie, Ariz., shortly
after purchasing the Interests of his
partner, Henry M. Porter. In their extensive merchantile and bunking business.
"A season of depression in business,
together with the large amounts invested, compelled him to suspend
business and turn his property over to
Ills crcditorx, which he did, everything
he hail In the world, even to his home
and all belonging; property upon
which his creditors could have no legal recourse; yet such was his conception of true honesty and so high
his standard that he refused, even
when solicited by friends, to save his
home nnd rest upon bis legal rights.
"He Immediately went to work with
a will tfi recoup his lost fortune and
has been persistently, hopefully and
cheerfully striving up to the time of
his death. It han been truly said of
him that In bis days of prosperity he
waa never known to refuse assistance
to a person In need, nor to refuse to
help a business man of the community when hard pushed.
"It In related of him that even In
stringent financial conditions, nil employer of a large company came to
ill til and asked to borrow $1.2(1.
Mr.
Crawford replied that lie was financially distressed and did not have trie
money to spare. The young man explained that he was short in bis accounts, and that the company would
prosecute him and ruin him for life.
Although In very hard circumstances
himself Mr. Crawford gave him the
money and saved him from ruin.
"f 'niiiniodore P. Crawford was a
model husband, father, business man
ami citizen (hat our esteemed president Is striving to educate our people
to be. The death of no one could be
more lamented In any community than
Is that of Commodore P. Crawford,
anil in the whole southwest where he
wan univeraally known and esteemed.
"He wa born near Kast Uverpool,
Ohio, In IMS, and at the time of his
death had panned his
year, lie enlisted In the union army
at the commencement of the war and
nerved with honor until mustered out
after Ife'n surrender; taking part In
the siego of Vlckshurg ami In many of
the most Important battles fought.
p
"His wife and neven children

,
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Good
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your Neighbors,
they know how good our
Bakery Goods are.
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Inja from National llanki (not rexTva agenta)
and Ilankera
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Due from approved reaerve agenta
Cherka and other caah Itema
Kiehanarea for clearing houaa
.e
Notre of other National Hanka
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Tarrltory of New Mnitno. County of Bernalillo, aa. I
I. Fránk MrKee, i'aahler of the
bank do anlemnly
wear that tha above atatoment la true 10 tha brat of my knowledge
nd belief.
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cíe, and some, of his intimates 'predict
ttuit he will .experience no difficulty in
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THRILLS AND THRONGS!

SANITARIUM

As my family Is in poor health I desire to
make a change. I also offer a good business
house and lot In Estancia at a harraln
Now rents for ?10 per month.
ADDRKSS

OPENED
R,

w. c

EIDSON MAKES
GOOD AT

fc" 'S

I

inii ml

tOm--

-

ii

ASIIER,

Mexico's

Estancia, New Mexico.

ALAM0G0RD0

THE "SHORT

CARNIVAL AND CONFETTI!

Mil
ill
k

One third !ntrpt in s (food new town of
elBhty ocres, surveyed and platted near the
San Pedro Copper Mines. In good farming

IS

country.

W,
NOTORIOUS WOMAN
SHOT IN CALIFORNIA

RECENT UTTERANCES

MONDAY, AUGUST
.

ei.ntiollln.tr the next democratic national convention.
Xot liilnwfiil to Mall Telearonw,
Buffalo, N. y.. Ans. 23. it Is not
lllpffal to send telegrams through the
mails. That is the statement
today by United States Attorney made
Lyman X. Kass. KHforts were made by
the striking telegraphers to bring the
managements of the Western Union
and postal Telegraph companies Into
court for receiving messages at regular telegraph rates and sending them
by mail.

JOLTED BY

MORNING JOURNAL,

LINE"

San Diego, Cal., Aug. 25. Viola Institution
Will
Fight White To the Mining Camps .of Colo
Jiraekett, one of the most notorious
women of southern California and
Plaaie SnientifírMllv nt the rado, Uiah and Nevada; to
known here ns ""the queen of ChinaTwenty-Seventtown,"
was
instantly
Denver, Colorado Spiincs and
killed
this
afterFnnt
nf tho R
A
"T"1
noon by a man. who shut her'
nn ai m n Atv
II ff r i I
umuai nimuuiiuuiiieiii nicii in the body and head and stabbed her
.
neck. The man then turned the
w
u iJ y if '
Trust Busting Campaign is to Inwenthe
nn
j n n iLIlO
i Muu
UIÍVJ
vFI HIVAIVU)
pon on himself. Inflicting wounds
which
proved
fatal.
He
has
Continue Solar Plexus Blow identified. The woman once not been Special Correspondence Moraine .Tonn.nl 1
married
Alamogordo, X. M., Aug. 24. The DENVER & RIO GRANDE
'
a Chinaman and secured his property.
to Money Kings,
The man who is alleged to have American
Sanitarium
killed Viola Hrackett is Howard Wool-iieut- t. was thrown open, formally, this evenRAILROAD
ing,
the
'recepl
11
being
occasion
Ion to
and his father is said to be H
I&IHM'lnl
Correspondence
Morning Journal.) G.
local contributors by tin; ofllcials.
Woolncutt. a wealthy wine mer-chn- the
J his sanitarium is the
Washington, P. C, Aug. 22. Politoutcome of an
of I.os Angeles, who resides at
ical Interest In Washington has been 515 West
on the part of a number of be- Through the fertile San
Luis
street. The young ellort
keenly aroused during the past week man Í9 butSecond
nevolent
order men to prepare a suir. Valley; also to
twenty-on- e
vears of no
the
San
Juan
t
place
oie
iili..r..i,i..uio
tor
cure
p
n
1
the
of
rilo th'lt tne woman shot
1,1,1
speecnes. one by the president lii'iiiMK,
K,vuc white plagu.
rr?
at thelam1
which whs. country of Colorado,
kilIed
everv year, carrying oft many thouslajing or tne cornerstone of the num. i.. ......tnon
i.......
ument to the landing of the pilgrims
ands of the members of the various
For Information
A
on Cape Cod, the other by Secretary
orders. A committee was In this lo- enrice, descriptive literature,
ftritlnw
cality in the .spring of Dior., and at
Tuft at Columbus, a speech In which
the secretary outlined fully his attithat time the residents of this place
K. HOOPER,
S.
felt sure they had secured the locatude on the three great political question of the sanitarium; but when, a General Passenger and Ticket A.frn
tions of the day, the trusts, the railfew months later, the final vote was
roads and the tariff.
TUiNVEn. COLO
taken by the board of directors at
The manipulators
of stocks and
heir ofllce in St. Louis the Las Vebonds in Wall street. Who had hoped
gas Hot Springs site was chosen. Im
to find comfort and reassurance In the
mediately atterwards, W. It. Kldeson,
president's speech, were disappointed.
who was the leading spirit
Mr. Koosevelt asserted with all the ve
in the
movement, severed
hemence of which he Is a master that
his connection
with
the
association,
nt- - minium
and
rereturning
continue, ouring tne
again to this locality, made our peomaining eighteen months lie will reAT CONEY ISLAND FIRST, WHITE CITY NEXT, AND AT DENVER NOW.
FROM TRIBE
ple a proposition to build the sanHa-riumain In office, to prosecute the viohere
provided Alamogordo
lators of the law wherever he found
would give a bonus of $5,00(1.
them, rich or poor. Influential or the
This
.amount
was
bv popular subraised
reverse. He stated emphatically that
To Colorado grid East- - '
scription In a very short time, and
the policy of the administration was People of Taos Make
Vehework on the buildings was immedinot tainted with vindictlveness, nor by
crn points. On sale
ately commenced.
While the ideas
a desire to "pursue" corporations, exment
ReAgainst
Protest
and plans of the originator have not
cept in so far as was made necciwy
Absolutely the same show,.the same management! Presents a wonderful drama of
daily until September
the doors to its suffering brethren and
by the wilful violation of the law by
moval,
of
Crazy
Squaw
As
sisters.
now
to
it
appears,
the
quite a
corporation managers.
metropolitan life. The fire alarm, an outburst of flames, thrilling rescues all of the
30. Return limit Octonumber of patients can be taken car
(die of the most striking of the
of.
The
s
grow
Institution
will
Vegas
as
Insane
Asyltn
the
president's utterances, and it is one
marvelous feats of a modern fire department. Uses two streets and many buildings;
need for expansion becomes apparent.
ber 31. Rates to prinwhich no previous public man has had
The she Is a most beautiful one at the
the courage to make, though manV Special ntsontrh in
two fire engines, two hose wagons, one hook and ladder one patrol wagon, one autocipal points.
the Momios Journal jbuse of the Sacramento mountains t
have believed with Mr. Itoosevelt, was
Santa 1 e, X. M.-- , Aug. S5. It was he east of Alamogordo. hiirli. ,lrv.
that It was entirely
probable that only
firemen, ten policemen and ninety actors a city in itself. Also the
mobile, thirty-fiv- e
after the sheriff of Taos county anil exhilarating, with an abundance
some, of the great "Interests," such,
a posse had invader! the ptieblii or water ami sunshine, powerful facand
Denver
and
Return
for Instance, as the Standard Oil, the that
$23.70
the governor and the people of; tors In the cure of the dread disease.
II arriman crowd, etc., were deliberThe reception was largely attended, Colo, Springs
Taos would allow the removal from
ately contributing to the
andrct'urn$20.75
ell
that pueblo of the demented wife of and the opening of the sanitarium
thin of the stock market and the
was
in very way a success.
Pueblo
pressinn of the value of securities with Pedro lisplnosn, whom they called
and 'return
$18.95
the hope of frightening the people' "The Devil Woman," and who was
VST) .TOTTirV.Ui WANT ADS.
TEN SHOWS AND THREE FREE ACTS.
insane by Indian physician.
Chicago and return
into reversing the policy or the pres- declared
.S53.30
ent administration nnd compelling the i.r. J. 1'. .Martin, after a careful exgovernment to Ignore, if not to con- amination. The woman had been act-- ''
St. Lo'jis and return. .$52.90
GRAND CENTRAL HOTEL,
and
Superintendent
done, the illegal acts of trust and rail- ing violently
Crtindall
ordered
the
examination,
'Kansas City and return $44.55
road oftich'N for fenr any otlic
THE BIGGEST CARNIVAL WEEK EVER SEEN IN A WESTERN CITY.
course would result In unwarranted later asking rr. Martin to remove her
to
asylum.
the
The
Indian,
however,
Norfolk and return, (60
harnsiilp to innocent bidders ot llietr
refused to allow Dr. Martin to do so,
.'.ecurltlcs.
This scheme Is one that and
Dona-clan- o
he
upon
to
call
had
Sheriff
clay limit,)
h is been tried more than once.
is
It
$72.90
Craham, his deputy. David MarRAILWAY RATES: HALF FARE OR BETTER
always attempted with more or less
'N
t
tinez,
success whene'er the tariff is revised, away. and others to take the woman
i;
ami the big "interests" attempted it
ACCOUNT I. 0. 0. F. SOVERThe Indians were loath to allow the
last March, soon nfter congress adjourned, at which time, it will be re- officers to carry out their Instructions,
EIGN GRAND LODGE.
membered, J. Pierpont Morgan came but finally their respect for the majA.
J. A.
to Washington mid appealed to the esty ofno the law conitiered and they
made
resistance.
woman
was
The
to
president
St, Paul or Minneapolis
make wmie public state- in, ....
President
,
T 'f'
Secretary
ment, and finally to call a meeting of taken to Las Vegas last night.
the larger railway presidents with a
ajid return
view to "reassuring the market." The
president refused to accede to elth'r one size smaller nfter using Allen's FuetCentral Ave., and Second St.
Tickets on sale 'September RESULTS!
of. Mr. Morgan's requests, although he ease, a powder to he shaken Into the shoes,
RESULTS! ALBUQUERQUE PLAN I'iG KILL
READ JOURNAL WANTS.
sild he would talk with any railway tt makes tight or new shoes feel easy, gives
12,
14,
13,
15,
16,
limit
return
president who called upon him Indi- Instant relief to corns and hunlons. It's the
THK MOST
SliowrttxoM,
HOTKIi
Mission I'lirniluro, Store
discovery of the age.
vidually, and there followed n sharp grentest comfort
St. Elmo Sample & Club Room's
nuil lliir I 'lvturoH and liuililliig MineMORNING JOURNAL
e
m .x ox i:iito- - October 2, 1907, Call at ticket
Is a certain cure for tired, ix Tin: city,
Allen's
falling off In Wall street prices, al- sweating,
ría I.
hot, aching feet. At nil druggista im:x prax.
Joseph Hnrnclt, I'roprlclor,
though it Is a matter of history th.'t and shoe stores.
.lc. Don't nccept nny subWANT ADS
office for particulars',
1.0 Went Vntral Avnua.
the manipulation was unsuccessful in stitute. For KHBK trial
package, also Free
that the public "stayed out of the Sample of the
CHOICE LIQUOn.S SKUVED.
Sanitary
A.
J.
Love,
Proprietor
AIJ.
A. S. BARRETT, Prop.
a new invention, address Allen H.
market" and the big operators were
th popular Riimes. K?no
T. E. PURDY, Agent.
"
RESULTS! riionn IOS.
RESULTS!
403 S. First Slroet ilny, Thursday nnd
left to make their profits out of each Dlmjted T. Rov. N. Y.
nlffhtu.
other.
oplnliin rpRnrdlnt? Porrotnry Tufi's
Hpc'i'h is consliloraljly illvidcil,
there are a number of points
NEW MILLINERY
on which all Washington polltU'luns
NEW SHIPMENTS
are agreed. It is almost unanimously
eorieedcd, for Instanee, that Mr. Taft
daily. Every Express
has cleared the atmosphere, and by
Every day sees something new
profession of
hl.s candid and mnnly
faith has removed all doubt as to who
brings something new fot
train
Store.
Best
Albuquerque's Brightest and
Is the logical candidate of the repubin fall apparel added to the
lican narty, provided a continuation
, THE pAYLIGHT STORE
our Millinery Department,
of tho Iluosevelt policies Is desired.
stock,
promptly filled.
Mr. Taft Is so thoroughly in sympathy
Mall Onh-riionc Orders promptly filled.
with all that the president has done
and desires to do that there can be
If the
no other candidate selected
party wan Is "a perpetuation of the po!i-n- f
LAST WEEK OF OUR GREAT SUMMER CLEARANCE SALE.
THE GREATEST MERCHANDISING EVENT OF THE YEAR DRAWS TO A CLOSE.
THOUSANDS OF DOLLARS
his ri il m nisi r:i1 lull. There live
n fl S hiltCIU-l'l- '
W h
r.il
numlinr
lt
.1
llllllllll
."
, u
..
..... .UM'II
I
. i 'l i..n.m...
u..
WORTH OF HIGH GRADE MERCHANDISE IS BEING SOLD FOR A SONG.
uun mat mi?
HUNDREDS OF ITEMS HAVE.. BEEN FURTHER REDUCED TO EFFECT AN IMMEDIATE CLEARfUltvnt..t:.
ilHseri
has had enough of "ltoosevelt ism"
'
and that In Its next national convenANCE OF ALL SUMMER GOODS.' HERE IS YOUR BEST OPPORTUNITY FOR SAVING, YOUR DOLLAR WILL BUY MORE THAN EVER BEFORE,
THE FALL GOODS ARE
tion It- will turn to nn exponent of n
"p;iiv"
n"'' nner republicanism."
NOW PILING IN UPON US, AND THE SUMMER GOODS MUST GO OUT.
course, Senator Forakcr la tho most
Iohkhi leaner of tnis laclnili 01 ...to
party and were the senator able
I'oiinnand the delegation from his own
Hlate ho would probably bo their lead- The last reduction in prices of FINAL REDUCTION WOMEN'S
A MOST REMARKABLE
FINAL CUT PRICES IN LACE CURTAINS
white, having gilt slides for orer In the national convention. In view
of Socretiry Tuft's strength In Ohio,Dresses
Women's
Skirts,
Suits,
with
to
buckles
naments
however, there seems to be little likeCLEARANCE
HOUSE DRESSES
69c
$1,00 Curtains at, per pair
and Coats.
match, Can be adjusted to
lihoiid that the "safe and s:uie" fue- tlon will undertake to compass Mr.
73c Of all Wool Dress Goods, Plain fit any waist,
pair
Elegant assortment of beauti- $1,50 House Dresses
98c $1,25 Curtains at, per
Kov.iker'H nomination, although they
by
his
advice.
guided
largely
may be
$1.19 and Fancy Mohairs, Fancy
ful, stylish Tailor Made Dress $1,75 House Dresses at.$1.29 $1,50 to $1,75 Curtains at, per pair
republicans In
The
to
worth
from
Skirts,,
$7,50
$1.39 Worsteds i ir checks a n d
$2.00 House Dresses at.$1.48 $2.00 Curtains at, per pair
Washington declare that Secretary
$1 to $3 GOLD FILLED
Instripes,
Plain Crepes and
Tal't'R tariff views will prove of
$.11,50, special price
$5.00
House
$2.50
Dresses
$1.98
$1.69
pair
Curtains
at,
per
$2,50
they
as
valuable assistance to them,
BRACELETS, 50c
$2.1 9 $3,25 Curtains at, per pair
believe It will enable them to nlig'1
$2.23 Henriettas, worth up to 75c,
Beautiful stylish Silk J amper $3,00 House Di esses
with the tins:.-anull the "stand-patters- "
special,
per
yard
.'.39c
the railroads against the nominaSuits at Half Price,
$2.98 All Wool
FINAL REDUCTION WOMEN'S $4.50 Curtains at, per pair
Gold-fill- ed
bracelets in every
tion of the man who Is recognized ns
50 inch Gilbert Sackpresident Itoosevclt'n choice, and with
$4.49
pair
at
Curtains
Tub
Pretty
Jumper
$6,00
at,
per
Suits
in
ing
Plain and Mixtures, spestyle you can think of or ever
the unlimited funds which will be at
WRAPPERS
Low Prices:
their disposal, they profess great Con$4.79 cial, per yard
$7.50 Curtains at, per pair
75c heard of, including round banfidence In their success. They claim.
Women's Waists, Wrappers', Kimobin
proclaiming
by
reover.
All Wool Serges in Blue, Black,
that
gles in bright and Roman gold,
$4,50 Jumper Suits
$2.98 nos and SacqueM priced at the very
views ten months in advance of the
lowest figures for i final clean-up- .
PARASOLS
CLEARANCE
OF
GREAT
FINAL
Brown
flat or oval bands, enamelled
Red
and
nominating convention. .Mr. Taft lias
White,
and
$8,50 Jumper Suits
nfforded them ample time to accomLawn
Wrappers
special,
$1,00
per yard
75c styles, white and colored jewNeat assortment of pretty
plish his defeat and they profess to
$ 1.39 54 inch Fancy
$ 2.00 Parasols now to go at
be veiv grateful to the secielary for
Suiting, regular els, adjustable gold wire set
White Tub Skirts, material of $1,25 Lawn Wrappers
bis Columbus speech, although some
Parasols now to go at
3.50
$1.89
$
price
price, per with fancy stones; signet to
special
of the Forakerltes are Indignant be$1,50,
Linen Duck, Poplin, Indian
cause he declined to discuss the
2.39
to
4,00
go
yard
now
Parasols
$
....:---subject
75c extension bracelets and masthe
while
$
lliownsvllle mntter
$1,50 Percale Wrappers $1.19
Head and Auto Cloth
was under consideration by n senate
$
to
2.79
go
of
5,00
now
Remnants
at
Parasols
Dress Goods and sive filled designs set with
$
committee, claiming that the secretAt Half Price.
LONG KIMONAS
for "the proprieties"
ary'.1 respect
Bracelets
elaborate jewels.
Silks at Half Price.
$ 3.69
$ 5,50 Parasols now to go at
constituted Bn Implied reproof to SenStylish Lingerie Princess Suits $1,25 Kimonas at.
ator Koraker fur discussing the sub..69c $ 6,50 Parasols now to go at
$ '4.19 WOMEN'S $2.00 HANDBAGS, that sell regularly for $1.00.
ject while the committee of which he
low
prices;
$2.00, $2.50, and $3.00, all
at
on
it.
Is a member Is still deliberating
$1,50 Kimonas
j
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ladies can wear shoes
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at.69c
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president. Secretary Taft and
other leaders of the republican party
have reached the conclusion that
William J. Hryan will be the ilenio- and
fraile candidate for president,
they regard lilm us the strongest man;
select.
could
whom the opposition
There Is Just now some effort being
made to launch' n boom for I'wls S.
Chanler,
lieutenant governor of New
i
chief claim to recognition
Jjclnit that ho wn elected nt the sume
(repub-- j
ii... i iu.it Uovcnior Hughes
t,ati) defeated William I!. Hearst.
m,
however,,
Mr Chanler does not sei
to be a verv striking or attractive per- predicted by lh
Himilfty ""'I 11
democratic politicians here that his
New
boom Will never fet beyond
York stale, even If It makes progress
to be ipiletly
ther.'. Mr. Ilryan Ik H.'ild
woi klm; among polll h i m and pub-- j
k! winkli'K on the Chautauqua fir-- 1
The

.

$ 0.00 Princess Suits.S 4.93 $1.75 Kimonas at
$ 9,00 Princess Suits. $ 5.98 $3,00 Kimonas at
SI 2,00 Princess Suits. $ 8.48 V
$14,50 Princess Suits.S 9.48
The llnif Iiiih conic for

$18,50 Princess Suits.$11.93

.Millinery

o go.

..98c $ 7,50 parasols

.$1.19
.$1.98

M

DRESSING SACQUES

75c Dressing Sacqucs
39c
$1.25 Dressing Sacqucs. .73i
$1,50 to $1,75 Dressing
Sacques
$1.19

.

Assortment of Women'sand
Misses' Trimmed Hats, worth from
'
up to
$3. on
JO. on.
Clearance
;
;
price
$1.00

it

'T' J

if

Jt

i

1

Lot
Assortment of Women'
Trimmed Hats, worth rom 3.fl0 up
to l .HO, Clearance price. ... .$2.00
2

'

ull Summer

j

Lot

now to go at
$10,00 Parasols now to go at
$25,00 Parasols rrow to go at

.

.

$ 4.98
$ 6.98
$12.00

FINAL LOW PRICES WOMEN'S WAISTS

75c Women's Waists now at
$1,25 to $1 ,50 Women's Waists now at
$1.75 Women's Waists now at

39c
89c

$1.19

Waists in Duchcsso,
Taffeta and Messaline Silks range from $6,00 to
$10,00, Clearance price, choice, each
$2.00
Assortment

of High Grade

:

98c

at
...50c
Handbags
of
Women's
finest
leathers, in black and colors,
SEE THESE 50c COMBS
New swagger styles,
Also
leather lined Carriage and En- You can't believe how stylish
Many
velope Bags,
soft and dressy they are at this
"Squaw" Bags in the lot, silk price until you see them, Just
lined and inside pockets,
in, A new style in Back Combs,
-

SEASON'S LATEST BELT,
SELLS FOR $1.00 EVERY- -.
WHERE, AT 50c.
These Belts arc in black and

imitation shell, with rich inlaid
gilt top.
We predict that
you'll be delighted with them,

Special at

-

..50c

THE ALBUQUERQUE

THE MYSTERIES

OF
IE

í

How Circuits

are Distributed,
Huston, Auk. 20. There Is n mysterious w hlxperlng gallery, maybe just
around ili corner from your office or
in a iulft siilo Ktreet not iur from your
home, where, every hour of the livelong day. flown the current of talk
from hundreds of lips, hut there is
never a sound to break the stillness.
A siore of times In the last Week,
probably, your own voice 'has lifted
through this silent chamber, yet the
chances are that you have never even
suspected Its existence to say nothing
of having stepped within its doors.
For this is the Important but almost
unknown region of the telephone exchange called the "terminal room."
Must people picture "central" as an
oflice in which a number of young
women sit before a switchboard, deftly
Joining Into continuous threads the
myriad strands of copper that arc
the web and woof of the telephone system. Thai Is only part of the exchange, though a very necessary part,
to be sure, but one that bv Itself
Would be of Verv little Service.
The
apparatus auxiliary to the switchboard
is one of the most essential features 01
the telephone system, and this Is located in the terminal room.
The terminal room gets lis name
from the fact that in it terminate nit
If it
the circuits of the exchange.
were possible to run the wires from
the subscribers' telephones and the
"trunk" circuits between central offices directly Into the switchboard, it
would simplify
matters enormously.
As a matter of fact, though, it is not
possible to do any such thing. There
are two distinct requirements In operating an exchange:
the li rut has
lo do with answering the calls of telephone users anil taking their orileis,
while the second Is concerned In calling other telephone users connected
with the sam office or distant offices,
und establishing communii atlon between any two "stations," as the engineers cull subscribers' telephones,
obviously, an operator can take orders from only a limited number of
10. 50 or
lines: wlu tluT tile number
loo depends upon how much each lin
Is used.
I!y constant observation the
"load" on each operator is carefully
adjusted in all Hell exchanges lo
make sure that no young woman has
more to look after than she can do
properly and maintain the Hell standards of service. Hut every operator
must have within her reych means of
connecting any of the lines on which
(die answers with any of the thousands of lines that give communication
Willi other siiscrlbers In tin- same
', or are used in "trunKlng" call
to other exchanges.
W hile there Is but one circuit from
the central office to each subscriber;
there must lie. then, two distinct set-of terminal points In the switchboard
for each subscriber's line. With the
xti aordinai y giowth of the telephone
and the steady Increase in its
must have Mich
llo t he soexchange
to call it. that the Innumerable changes going on all the tim"
changes caused by the removal ol
a suhsciiber from one part of the i lly
to another, by his giving up one class
of leivlce to take a belter class, by
Miilileii Increases in tin- traffic on certain individual liios. and so on can
and
ie made quickly, conveniently room
economically.
The
terminal
take can- of all these complications.
In It the outside circuits and the tw
different sets of switchboard circuits
those used for answering and those
for calling an- brought together In
sudi an ingenious ay that the Incon-an
nection., may be shifted almost
Instant, while every connection in th-acc.sible for testing
oflice l made
In case of "trouble" and for repair.
In all tin- cendal ónices of the It.lt
remodsv;eiu lo wly Constructed or
elled luting the past few years the
outside lines are brought Into the
building In cables. Kven in
Mil III pi. o es. where the wires to
ornees and houses are strung
on pde!. the circuits are brought together at a "terminal pole" outside
hang.' and put Into cable form.
the
Where the wires are underground. th
coimIiiii svsiem renters at the central
tltiie building, coming from all direction! to a tunnel beneath the street,
where the cables are suspended one
above another on the walls and led
int i he basement, from where they
are can led to the terminal room
through a chute or shaft. In the terminal loom the cables are broken
upatt and "distributed."
If vmi visit this part of a city exchange the first tiling to catch your
.
will he two long narrow racks of
iron, r. ai blng almost from the tloor to
shelves
the ceiling, tli-- lr laUder-IIk- e
d
ros ed und re-- . rossed with
ne of these racks
cords.
distributing
known as the "main
fame" und Is the means of connecting
the outside circuits with the proper
terminal points in the "multiple" uf
the sn it. hboard through which the
op. i at.os call whomever)' you may ask
for. Tin other Is the "Intel medíate
fiíiin. " hele onnection Is made with
the circuits to the answering terminal
in the I..,.. i if At the outer side of the
main frame are the "heat coils" llttli
ylm.hiv ..f metal held In place by
brass sptlngs which would expand and
drop on', thin hreuklng the circuit.
If an overload of electricity got onto
the ou'slde wires from some hbrh ten-or
sion line, power, light, traction,
whatnot. The heat rolls thus protect
the sermltlve and costly apparatusfor- f
the .x.ihaiiiie against Injury by
eign ciinenM.
At the outidf of the main frnnm
are th. Junction of the swltr hboard
sides r
circuits.' It. tween the l
flexible "Jumper" wires by means ofe
wbl. h unv inside circuit and anv
ele ult iniiv he connected Into rue'
Imply by soldering the opposite end
of the same "Jumper" to both. Tht-rare thousands of these tiny soldered
connections In tho main frame and
thousands of others in the Intermediframe, which I similar In conal
Is
the
struction. So methodically
whole urranged nnd marked with
line number that at uny poln.
In the tctminnl room a given circuit
may Is- picked out Instantly nnd the
ieeioliig wax of wires traversed without danger of stravlng.
Itevond (he frame is a third rack
on which are set the Ingenious
that operate the electric lamp
signal:) In the switchboard. These are
enclosed in numbered japanned boxes
arrant"'! Her upon tier, .ih
line having Its own relay
. IP otelV adjusted
little device that
fc'iful 'prtcHinU, It
if i ' j i V l 5 1ih

perfect accuracy, perhaps, than any
other sort of an Industrial plant. A
glance at it explains why building a
telephone exchange
takes months
and sometimes a couple of years.
lie
Practically everything
must
on the spot
actually constructed
w here
it is to stand . as long us
its usefulness endures. The switchboard is literally built up or hundreds
of thousands of little strips of wood
laid one upon the other, each KtrM
containing fifteen or twenty separate
wire connections.
The distributing!
trame
frame and the intermediate
have thousands of miles of wire, every
foot of which must be laid In plac",
wol lered. and tested out with the moa'
exact care to suit the re.'itircnients
of the individual exchanges. And the
relays, though they come from the bbr
factory of the Hell system complete in
represent
perhaps the
themselves,
most painstaking work of all. being
the most sentitive detail of the central office equipment.
It Is not surprising when you think
of the Intricacy of the telephone plant,
to 'euro that during 111 (Mi alone the expenditure of the Hell companies as a
.t hole for exchanges
within a few
thousands of $60. duo. 000, leaving out
buildings,
and the
the cost of land and
cost of maintenance, Including the re- pairing of the outside Unes, hut not
including any new construction, was
close lo $:3.uOO.flllO.
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Boer Officer and Others Incor-

porate the Lucerne
for

Company
Purposes-Offic-

ial

Farm
Colonization
Matters.

-

Ibxl-hllit-

y,

-

sub-seill.- it''

i

parti-colore-

'eii.ral r.cnjamin

J. Viljoen, the
known Hoer, together with
Joshua S. liaytiol'ls of this city and
John ". .lc.ary of Herino, have tiled
papers incorporating
the Lucerne
Farm company, which is to conduct
a colonization and agricultural schem.
at lietlno in the lower Kio (Irande
valley.
The territorial agent of the
ompatiy Is Mr. McNary. The capital
stock Is $0,000, divided Into six hundred shares of the par value of $100
each, object, agricultural and mercantile business. Period of existence,
hftv years.
The Kip Cold Mining company
has also been incorporated. Principiad- of business In New .Mexico, at
Silver City, !rant county, and main
l.ouis, Mo. Territorial
office at St.
agent. Tom I.. Cibson, at Silver City.
Capital stock, $.".110.000. divided Into
r.oo.ooo shar.-.of the par value of $1
exeach. Object, milling. Period
istence, titty years. The tonipany
was organized originally in Arizona.
appointed
The following have
Curry:
notaries public by ('ovornor
Montoya,
of
Hawkins,
C.
William
ouay county: It. It. Armstrong, ot
Carlsbad, Kddy county; Ira I.. Fair-i.s- s,
of Tiilarosa. (Hern county; P. K.
county:
Jordan of Texico, Koosev.-II. P. Kos. berry, of Katoii, Colfax
county.
(iov.-rtioCurry has appointed J.
Wharton of ot. ro county, a member of the board of trustees of ')
New Mexico Instituí- - for the Hlltid.
at Alamogordo, for the term begin
ning August S, 1H07. Tli" vacancy
by the retirement of
was caused
Frank C. Holland, who hud been
le-e-

l.v

i.v--

i

ti.vei-no-

to
term of A.

ilam-rma-

serve out the unexpired
J. King, deceased.
The Fngle Cattle company, a corporation having headquarters at Zia
Cruce., has tiled a certlllcate of
amendment to its articles or incorporation in the territorial secretary's
ti.rent 111 TOO
' llu "re
Olí.", ll'lhi"'"H'h ,,u
futuro of J. K. Hoiihum, of Las Cruces.

A meeting of the territorial boa-of equalization will be held Monday,
September 9. So far but four of the
couritl.-have Hent in their assessment..
7 to tile oineo oi jiavei-I..tolls for I'M)
V .s IT,, ril
The
A....U..- - M,
law requires that all be there by tin m fsepiemncr. i in- i .niofirst.. .Monday
...
r' in 111 t hi. it In Y- I'ollK
llllll I....-.Hinr ui.t.t
lltr .1....
to dal? ure (Jrant, i.una. Mota and
luoa.
i

-

GIRL SOCIOLOGIST
LOST IN NEW YORK

I

.

oil'-hid-

"re-lay-

f'

't

SON-IN-LA-

hi
Young Woman Front Mlsuirl
to Study Mums Two Weeks Ago.
.Missing

Mini.

Springfield, Mo., Aug. 1't. A letter
received from II. P. I mugías of New
York, former pastor of the First Congregational church iii Sprlnglleld, says
that will
that no clue has been found
tend to dear up the mystery sur- f
the dlsappi irán.
sui roundliig
the former Prury
Alice M. Henm-tt- ,
student, who has been missing from
her home there for two weeks.
Ten days ago Miss liennctt left th"
Autor library In New York to study
sociological conditions In the slum district and she has not been heard of
that
since. It has been learned
prior to her disappearance she made
some properly of
a will, leaving
which she was possessed, to girl
Th" missing
Mends In Sprlnglleld.
woman was an orphan and on the
death of her foster mother. Mrs. William Jones, she inhreited u small
amount of property.

oTlhe

ioat

type to carry out ' the plfn of
the board, and of the fortifications
board as well, for the completion of
the coast defense scheme in tho
United States and insular pssesslons.
As the armor ordnance board la not
p.ble to supply the guns owing
to
lack of time and appropriations it has
navy
to underfallen back upon the
take the coast defense at Olangapo, in
the Philippines, and Guantanamo station in Cuba, both important points.

JOURNAL CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS
HELP

WANTED

5llll

1

Male

,

Í

STORAGE

WAÍÍTED

Planos, houaetioTd goods, etc.,
stured safely at reasonable ratea. Phone

younsr

WANTED
At the Economist,
man of about 18 years aa bundle
Miners KntomlM'd by Cave-In- .
540.' The fiecm;y Wfcrenou"8
Improva-meAVilkesbarre, Pa., Aug. 25. Five wrapper.
Co. Offices In he Grant Block, Third
men were entombed here yesterday by PWAÑTED
avenue.
afreet and Central
A good barn man; good
Personal Property Loans
a fall of rock at Port Hlanehard. Mi
wages to a first-claman. Apply
chael Naughton, one of the men Patterson's, Silver ave.
PROFESSIONAL CARDS.
caught in the fall, after several hours' WANTED MUle tilinte. Apply at unce.
effort, crawled from under the debris,
Knnta Fe Hospital.
ATTORNEYS.
badly injured. Four other men ,were
Furniture, Planoa, Organs, Horses,
caught in the fall, of 'which it IS be- WANTED Three first class carpen- On
Wagons
and other Chattels; also on
ters. Apply A. W. Hayden, 412 W.
lieved Jamen Boyle was killed. The
Salaries and Warehouso Receipts, as R. W. I). BRYAN
avenue.
Attoj-ney'a- t
others may have escaped serious in- Copper
as
Now
$10.00
WÁNTKD
1SU2
and tu high as $150.00. Office In First National Law.
Milkers at Betanek's dairy,
jury, and a searching party expects to
Rank Bulldlns;
N.
Fourth
street.
quickly
are
Loans
strictly
made and
reach them some time today.
Albuouernue, If ew Mexico.
to ona
WANTED First clan waiter.
Santa Fe private. Time: One month
year given. Goods to remain In your
reatauTant, under Savny hotel.
PHYSICIANS AM SUItGEONR
wTNÍEUPorter, HañtsTPe reítaurant, un poesesslon. Our rates are reasonable. DR. H. L. BURTON
der Havoy hotel.
see
Call
borrowing.
ss

OF JOHN

W

A.

Sensation Expected
ington

in Wash-

Show
Attended by Heart Burnings.
Brown on Grant Lands,
j
i

Circles-Ba- by

(Spelul rorrrapnnileu
Moraine Joiirnal.l
Las Vegas, Aug. 25. There will be
a sensation in the higher circles of
Washington and New York when it is
learned there that Colonel Fred Tucker,
of Mrs. John A. Iigan
and paymaster in the I'nited States
navy, and Mrs. Myrtle Piatt, a beauty
w

from Portland, Oregon, are guests ut
the home of C.
Frey,. of Koston,
thlady's brother.
The Logans have recently instituted
Inquiries to learn the whereabouts uf
Colonel Tucker, and it is believed
have succee.h i in locating him. Mrs.
Plait's husband was killed in the
Philippines, she came to Katon June
10. and the colonel came August 18,
expecting to remain until the end of
August, going thence to Chicago. He
is said to pay verv marked attention
to the dashing widow, while in the
eye of the public. Colonel
Tucket-goeunder his own name, though it
is thought he believes the Katonitos
do not know who he is.
.

I

s

The. usual
burning and contentions were accessory to the baby
show held vesterday
at the oper.'i
house for the benefit of the Commercial club, but as the club is some $LTiD
dollars
richer the dissatisfaction
doesn't count for much.
The little daughter of J. D. Hand
captured the first prize in the
class, while the honors for
the prettiest yearling went to Kvelyn
Fleming, the daughter
of (ieorge
Fleming," of the bureau of Immigration, 'one of the most enjoyable musical entertainments ever given In the
city was the feature of the exercises.
The Fast' Las Vegas fire department
has resigned In a body In high dudgeon. The reason thereof appears to
he that the city fathers Insisted on
hitching up the fine fire team to the
city sprinkler, and this, It is not
strange to relate, was more than the
fire fighters could stand. A public
meeting is to he called by the mayor
to concert some means of obviating
the difficulty.
ld

"Las Vegas people are ghosfpts."
That wasn't the word he used, but let
it en at that.
The speaker was W.
it. Brown, traveling .agent for the Kl
Paso-La- s
Vegas end of the Santa Fe.
His theme was the cultivated land of
the Las Vegas grant. Mr. Hrown was
driven over the grant lands today, nnd
h confessed that they proved a revelation. For such n conservative and
reticent gentlemen, he became highlyJ
enthusiastic. "How In the world is it,"
he said, "that Las Vegas people have
so long allowed those lands to lie fallow, and now strangers come in from
Iowa and Missouri and Indiana and
Ohio, and snap them up? There are
as fine and productive farms out there
as I ever saw In my life."
Of course Mr. Hrow n doesn't understand the many and complicated proceedings that were necessary to he
gone through with before the sales of
the Las Vegas grant land could begin, but nevertheless there is much
truth in his remarks. There are many
L is Vegans who feel like going out In
the back yard and administering to
themselves a judicious kicking. "Just
think of It," they reflect. "A couple
of years ago I could have bought that
laud for
cents an acre,
and now Its worth ten or twelve dollars and still rising." It Is true that
less than two years ago, In order to
meet a debt, the board offered to sell
land at $1 an acre, and couldn't get
a bid from the home people. o.uite
a number of Las Vegans have bought
land since, but there have been no
such snaps. It remained for outsiders to come in and demónstrale what
could be done on the Las Vegas
grant. When u Chicago Methodist
minister could clean up $r.(l,000 in a
few months, and other outside men
and omitíanles could come here nnd
make big money, there are many Las
Vegans who are regretting their conservatism and their views that the
Ciiuphcll system was a Joke' ami
farming on the mesa a figment of the
overstrained imagination.
The crops on the mesa this year
are certainly magnificent, und If Albuquerque has a department of agriculture at the coming big fair, Ijis
Vegas is likely to demonstrate before
the eyes of the host of visitors something of what has been accomplished
this year.
Now that VoIIvh and his people are
comlni' and colonies from Iowa and
Indiana and Ohio and everybody who
beholds the in hlcvenienlH
of n year
considerably below the average In distribution of precipitation, the chronic
croaker has subsided and instead of
"I told you so," It Is "What a chump
I was I didn't buv some of thfit land
when It was cheaper."
bi-r-

MAYOR SAVES PRISONER
FROM MOB VIOLENCE

a

St. Louis. Aug. 2r. A lynching by
mob of lift y men, who spent half

searching through
l,
of F.ast Alton for Harry
aged J5, who hud attacked a
old, was narrowly
girl 16 year
verted yesterday by Mayor Kalph
Douglas, who told the excited men
that If Hutnett were hanged It would
be after they had banged their mayor.
He quieted the members of the
posse and with
Marshal Franklin
Seldwish, led them and the prisoner
to the court house. At the hearing
before Judge H. O. t'ooper the courtroom was i rowded with men and
women, and when u line of $500 was
Imposed, after Kurnett ndmltted his
guilt, there was u roar of dissatisfaction.
The Judge then raised the amounl
were, apto $.1.0(10 and the people
peased. The Judge ordered the prisImmediately removed to
oner
and placed in the county
Jail, fearing an attempt on his life.
the night

Money to Loan

--

LOGAN DISCOVERED

'

well

of high power guns

26, 1907.
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t
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III GATE CITY

tions, full of minute adjustments, yet
performing Its functions with more

Thousands of Miles of Vires
With Hundreds of Thousands
.

no IIEl

apparatus working silently and Incessantly made up of hundreds of thousROOM" ands of different parts and connec-

OF THE "TERMINAL
I

issuing íiinin';

places.
It Is all very wonderful, this mass of

APPARATUS

REMARKABLE

electrical coils, wound with wire liiuy
insulation and all, than ordinary sewing cotton, and so attenuated that it
takes four miles of it to weigh a
juiund. Near the relay rack is the
ringing machine that puts the power
into the lines to ring a subscriber's
bell when an operator presses the
proper key. At one side are the dynamos for charging the storage battery that supplies all the current for
both talking and signalling for the
system whence the name
entire
applied to the
"common battery,"
method of operating
the Hell exchanges now employed in most large

'MORNING, JOURNAL,. MONDAY, AUGUST

In

Hur-nel-

Woman Killed ut Cro-sin- g.
Chicago. Aug. ST.. Too heavy to,
move In time from In front of a rap-locomotive, Mrs.
Idly approaching
Margaret Strandi was run over and
kllbd this afternoon.
Fearing a collision between the engine and the street car on which sh." NAVAL GUNS FOR USE IN
was a passenger, Mrs. Strawlt huped
COAST FORTIFICATIQNS
from the rear platform, falling In
was
then
engine,
which
front of the
thirty feet away. Mrs. Hltandt win
Washington,
I. P., Aug. 25.
40 years old and weighed 2 10 pounds. Naval guns for const
defense are n
In the plans of the Joint
Orlmi IjuíiIv. Fruit firiip ti ieliti un.lor new feature
,
board,
which has been
ur
mniflpation, defense
poaillv
lo
Kiinrarit
jit..inf-- truui.l, i.r any form brought to make use of these gutiH
h it hs.lft-h- ,
manufai-lur-tby
fulla, ilia
at lfMllKeta.fi. If
the fact that there fire not availajrmir m..nef. Whal iin.ia ran n
ble lit lile present lit the places where
, , tin y ara m tided' a tdl lie! lent
tfrtiff fíala,
fi amber
.a.!o. 0, II ITKIII'

BALLAST ENOUGH

us before
and
Physician and Surgeon
at the Alvarado Steamship tickets to and from all Highland Office. 10 S. Walter street,
Hotel.
parts of the world.
Albuquerque. N. M. Phone N. 1030.
THE HOUSEHOLD LOAN CO.
WANTED atokera at th gas plant Applr
R. L. HUST
at the Gna Plant.
Rooms S and 4, Grant BIdg.
Physician and Surgeon
PRIVATE OFFICES.
KEEP BUSY
Rooms 6 and 8, N. T. Armijo Building
OPEN EVENINGS.
Albuquerque. New Mexico.
803 H West Centra.i Avenue
WANTED
At the Economist, experi
DRS
SHADRACII & TULL
AND
LOST
FOUND
enced saleswomen.
Practice Limited
WANTED Oirl for general housework: no LOST
A pair gold rimless spectacles
Eye. Ear, Noce Throat
('!,
wukIiIiik; K"""l
N. 4th Hit.
with gold bows, between Presby- Oculist antl Aurlat for Santa Fe eoaat
WANTED Ukdlea dealrlng Millinery at leaa terian church
and Fifth and Ti- lltuss.
313 V4 West Central ave.
than coat to call on Mlas Crane, 612 North jeras. Finder please return to L. R. Hours:Office
to 12 a.m.: t:3n to 6 nm
Second street.
Millinery and dressmaking
reThomson, 523 N. 4th and receive
l'arlora; alao apprentloaa wanted.
HOMEOPATHS.
Contractor In City Looking for WAITED Woman cook at the university; ward.
good wagea nnd no extra housework.
DRS. BRONKON & BRONSON
MISCELLANEOUS
T., care Morning Journal, giving
Laborers to Work With Rock A.l.treas
Homeopathic!
references.
MRS. KÚTHBRFORD 'isagiUn'doInVall
Physicians and Surgeona.
kinds of hair work. Cull 617 South Broadgenerat
WANTED Oirl for
housework;
Gangs Near Los Cerrillos.
Over
drug store. Phoaa:
Vann'a
goo.l wanes.
Mrs. A. II. McOaffey, 1123 way.
Office and residence,
628. AlbuTijeras road.
,
HIGH CLASS PltOl'OSmON
Ufe insur querque, N. M.
anee a Ken tu wanted In all parta of New
The Santa Fe railway will be able
Mexli'o by a I.egal Reserve Company. SplenDU: W. M. SHERIDAN
to secure rock and earth for ballast
did contrart for good men. Call or write M.
Homeopathic
from "ballast"
Los Cerrillos, Kent NEXT A Kood
K. SHKRFESKK.
324 South Edith street,
cotltii;o, close
Physician and Surgeoe.
for nearly three years to come, acN. M.
21 1 Atlantic Ave.
shops,
the
lo
Apply
Occidental Life Building, Albuquer-qtif- t.
cording to 1). J. Jones, superintendent on premises.
.
New Mexico. Telephone 8811.
of the Lewis Contracting "company,
which Is cutting into the hills near FOIl RENT Larue barn with stalls
VETKKINARY.
five
for
horses and plenty of room FOR SALE Several horses, one pony
Cerrillos, to procure ballast for the
WM. B ELD EN
Atchison tracks from Katon. (o .Albu- for vehicles; larjre hay loft and corral.
Gold.
Apply
305
W.
and
saddle.
Veterinary.
tt
querque. A big rock crusher is be- Address J. JJ..MornlngJournal.
purpose Phone 405.
POlt SALE Tho best
eneral
Residence 408 S. Edith.
ing operated steaallly near Cerrillos.
FOR RKÑT
horse in the city, weighs 1,2110 pounds.
tent; 106 South Broadway.
Mr. Jones, spent Saturday night in
315 W. Copper avenue.
DKNTISTS.
the city, trying to secure laborers, but KOIt HENT Flue alfalfa pasture for rent;
KOK SALE Gentle ponyrand saoMle. AdDH. J. B. KRAFT
plenty of water; In city limits;
failed to find any. He left for Kl Paso
2 per
623
8.
Amo.
dress
Dental Surgeen.
yesterday morning, where he hopes to m.iiith. Plume 42, L. It. Thompson.
.pick up about thirty laborers to work KuK KENT
FOR SALE We have some good cows for Rooms
Barnett Building. Phone
house, fiirnlulied or un744.
Appointments made by mall.
stile. Albcrs Tlrothera.
furnished; close In. Anply Kankln and
at the Cerrillos construction camp.
Hl.tg.,
Co..
1497.
phone
or
Anntfo
"The work; of cutting away the hill
FOIt SAI.H Frame cotlnKe, modern and in
AKCIIITECTS.
we are working on will, take about FOIt KENT Four room cottage with modKood order; located on west aide, near
.
Trim-hiepark. Address 123, care MornltiR Journal.
ern
Inquire
A.
A.
conveniences.
years
of
steady work at the present
three
F. W. SPENCER
207 N. Amu street.
rate of 4 00 yards of rock a day," reI'Ult HA I.E Mailt, 4 sprlni; mountain wag
Architect.
on. 1216 West Central uvenue.
KOK KENT
house with lawn and
marked "Mr. Jones.
Rooms 48 and 4?. Barrett Building.
large liarn. Address 413 Houlh Broadway.
T. F. Holmes, chief timekeeper at
FOIt SALE Iron safe.
110
Enquire
West
ASSAY Kits.
o
Hold Ave.
or three room nouaea,
the campaoccompunied Mr. Jones here FOK RENT
furnished or unfurnished. W. V.
nnd to Kl Paso.
FOR HALE Hull terrier pups, bred from W. JiSNKS
602 South Second street
Assayer, Mining A Metallurgical
the best Pitt stock l.i America.
F. H.
Full KENT Alfalfa pasture; plenty water; Cnsey, Rox 183,
Engineer.
Cruces. N. M.
Train Ha, Close Cull.
In
city
per
609
limits;
?i.0U
month. I.. It. FOR SALE One large size sand oven and
West Fruit avenue. Postofflce Box
The passenger train on the Arizona Thompson.
173,
50
or
pans;
)25;'be quick. 305 S. Sec
at office of F. H. Kent, 112
bread
& New Mexico road hatf a close call
South Third street.
ond street.
Monday, and only good luck preserved
FOR SALE Two cottages and four corner
It from an accident, says the Lords-bur- g
CIVIL ENGINEERS.
lots, cheap.
Klrster's Cigar Factory.
Liberal. The train hud left
FOK SALE Drue atore; $3,000 stock; good PITT ROSS
Guthrie on Its way to Clifton, and
reason for, selling; only drug store III
was crossing a bridge over a small arCounty Surveyor,
ALL Point. town;
for further particulars write K. B. Attorney
roya, which was carrying a lot of wabefore U. 8. Land Deeart-men- t.
Herry,
Krftnnola. N. M.
ter, caused by a shower in the hills.
Iand Scrip for salo. Civil enRA1I.RO A It TICKKTB BOUGHT
FOK SALE A Rood lop buggy for sale gineering.
The train was going at a pretty good
KM PON DKN Cat
W.
cheap.
Alger,
HOI.l).
N.
124
AND
CO
South
Kit
Walter
clip to make a grade. When it crossGold Ave., Opposite Morning Jouraal
street.
tf
BOU C1T KM.
ed the bridge the bridge sunk some
FOK
SALE
windmills,
Aermotisr
tanks
Inches, or some feet, the passengers
and substructure. Wolklng & Son. 707 DR.
thought It was several feet, but the
North Eighth street, phone 1485.
tf
locomotive pulled it out, and the train
1IKNTIBT
as
went on in safety. An examination of MOuRE'S
OFFICE
TICKET
WANTED
the place after the water went down
Miscellaneous
showed that the wash had under
Member of American Ticket
WANTED 100 teams to haul coal
mined the supports
of the bridge
Brokers' Aaauclatiea.
from I lagan mines to Albuquerque.
and let themj down when the train
Syndicate'
formed to keep roads in
struck It. Luckily, the supoorts on I Ifl West Cent ml Avenua.
Alluiiierin fs'ood order and make hauling easy.
each side were equally washed, nd
Address John Kurns, cure Morning
when the bridge went down it did not
Tito most modern electrical equipJournal, slating number of teams
tip. If there had been a little more
IF VOI AKE 111 11.111 NO
ment for deiuiil work In the Houth-wen- t.
wash' on one side than on the oilier and desire to Itnlsti the interior woodwork Ifi you can furnish.
Itoomg 15 nnd 10, Grant Block.
the train would have gone into the the latest and nmst furnishing colors, write WANTED Pa r t y f o r jmpeF roiTte
lluditch.
Grand f(ail.ts Cluck unit Mailt.
with saddle horse. Inquire 1204 S. Phono C2't.
Co..
Grand Itupiils. Mich., nnd hey will tell ynu Edith.
how lo do It. If y.ui are in ttie market for
A freight
varec k near Ttaton yes- Mante
WANTED Like to be supplied with
SANTA FE TIMETABLE.
C.no.ls. or Tiling of any
terday morning blocked the inain line kind, ls,
good home-mad- e
butter. Addrens
writ.- them for
manu-fa- i
for about four hours, causing No. 3,
phone
or
630.
w
Hoxjt
you
hirers.
ill insure
with modern
the California limited, to arrive here I. signs in IiIkIi Ki'ac- goods and ave y..u WAN'i'EU To give an old ht.ly a home, who
nearly four hours late. Suveral box money.
Is able to .lo light work for threo; no
washing.
cars were so badly damaged that they
Ilt7 H. Amo.
were burned by the wrecking crew
NOTK K FOR 11 Itl.K ATION.
téñ
la'
from Trinidad and Katon, which Department of the Interior, l.anj Office nt
dies and gentlemen for protltuble home
ISO". work: aleady employment.
Sania Fe, New Mexico, August
helped clear the obstruction.
Cull room sr.,
Noihe Is herel.y given that Virgil Sparks, c.iand Central Hotel.
of Allniiiuerqtie. N. M.,
filed notice of WANTED
Liuber t cuius to haul lumber
Switch engine 2344, which has been his Inienll.in to rnnkn las
llnal
from our mill In C'uchltl Canon
Doworking in the Las Vegas yards proof In support of his claim, commutation
(Effective Juna lath.)
vix: Home-si- . mingo, 22 milis;
good roads and good walately, arrived here yesterday aftera., I Kntry No. K.Tufi. made Iecoml.er 1Í,
From the Kuat
Arrive. Depart
ter.
Domingo
Address
Co.,
ThornLumber
!'.-.for the HK't Hecllon :s. Township
noon for service here.
No.
1.
Houthern
Cal. Exp
ton, N. M.
7:4ip 1:30 p
N, llange 3 K, and that said proof will he
No. 3, California Limited ....13.20 p 1:00 p
made Inf.. re If. W. 8.
United States
Fngines Hi 20, 477 and S17 were Court
No. 7, North. Cal. Vast Mail.. .10:1,6 p 12:46 p
Commissioner at Alhuquerque, N. M.,
JLJLRINT Rooms
broken In yesterday afternoon on the on Octol.er
No. . El P. A Mes. City Kip. ll :46 p 13:20
ti. I:hi7.
.
"race traik" between Abajo and the'
From tlia West
lie names Hie following wltness.-- to prove FOR RENT Furnished
rooms
for
upper yards.
hla continuous residence upon, and cultivaNo. 2, Chicago Fast Mall
light housekeeping;
1:00 a l:2B a
furnish
coal
of,
tion
the land, vie.: Allan If. Bone,
C :t0 p
and wood for $22 a month. 304 W. N. 4, Chicago Limited
:? p
K. J. flibson, superintendent of the
Al.lerete. Kdward K. Otero, Manuel-itNo. r, t'lil. A Kan. City Exp.. 1:40 p 7:20 p("rom well,
Hwope, all of Allu.tuer.iie.
Albuquerque division, returned
to
From the Houth
wiTl7 electric
F ) K R KNT1 toomi
MANUKL R. OTERO.
Winslow last nltcht.
Register.
light, bath, (.'lose in. Mrs. H. E. No. 10, Chi.. Den. A K. C. Ex 1 Jo a 7:00 p
R u i Iter fo id , 5 U
. No. 10 ennecie at Lamy with branch train
tad w a y.
Passenger train No. 1 arrived last
NOT l K FOR I't HI, R ATION.
for Kan to Fe and stops at all local points In
night one minute ahead of time, the
RENT
FOR
Three
rooms.
furnished
Department
,,f
Weir Merlen
the Interior. Land Ofrica at
T H) PUROV tr.n,
first lime she has plilleil Into the de10 H. Broadway.
Ke. New Mexico. August 19. 1H07.
Santa
pot at her scheduled time for some
KENT Koom and board lu private
Notice la herel.y given that Kplfaniu
days. She left for the west five
rumny at r.u t..uth Third street.
J. D. Eaklr Pres.
of Allilluucr.nie.
N. M., has tiled notice
Chas. Mellnl, racy
minutes late.
of his Intention to make llnal
proof
i. nioml. Vice Pros.
O. Bsi hachl. Treae
RENT 'two rooms In modern house;

10
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C'nttle Thrive on New Weed.
Tucson, Ari,., Aug. 25. Colin Cameron, one of the biggest cattlemen of
the territory,
returned
here today
from the southern part of the rounty
and stated that the weed which cattle thrive on Is crowding out the
grass. The weed resembles n minia-

ture tree, and its species

Ih

unknown.

in support

try

of his claim, via:

lloni.-sleu.-

t

en-

minie
l'.u;, for the
NW'4 Section li. Township 1U N Range 2
W., and that sold firoof will l.e m:ide before
It. W. H. Otero, United Slates Court Commissioner at All.uiucriiie, N. M., on Oct.. hep
r., mu?.
lie names the following witnessea to prove
Ills eontlnuoiis residence upon, and cultivation of. (he land, vis; Ctprlano Hunches, of
i'aiarlto, N. M ; Felipe Herrera, of Atrlsco,
N. M : Kllas Chavex, ,,f Ailiiniueriue,
N. M ;
linio lei Chaves, of Alliuiiier.ua, N M.
MANt'Kl. R. OTKItO,
Register.
No.

1I.4ÜU.

May

IT.,

close in. 320 W. Lead.
I'OK RENT Furnished room.t U N Hec'
..ml.
FOR
Successors to Mellnl aV Kaktn
first floor front rooms In the hlghlnnda,
and Barhechl A (II. ml
close In.
or two gentlemen preferred.
WHOl KSAI.K DRAI.fcKa) IN
No health aeekera.
Cull at 311 H. Arno Hi
FoR RENT f'leaaant i urnTBhedruiiis at
WINES, LIQUORS & CIGARS
r,ut 8. Third street.
FOR RENT Nicely" funilehed loom, 7 VE We handle
everything- - In our Une.

RV:ÑToñef"7hemo"

Edith.

Write for IlluHtratetl

Catalogue and
FOR RENT Room suitable for twu, Willi Price
List, lHHued to dealers only.
or without buurd. 523 W. Copper avenue.
Telephone 13s
FOR RENT Three furnished housekeeping
roBNTB TIRNT KT. A VI fOPPICIt AV
rooms. Address lot Ho. Ilroadway,
H
ITR NFAT TF.I.F.rnOMC MMHKR
FORTY-NI14(1.
TIIKKK IH HOOMH FOR RENT A few nicely furnished
;rH-crCiisli
In Itoswell I'.ntered by AI.WAVn A I'OI.'RTKOI H CI.K.RK HKARV
rooms with use uf
by the week ol
Marauders Fourth Time In Past TO TAKF. Vol H OHIIKK, Ml MATTKU month. No Invalids bato,
taken. 11 o tal Cralga,
HOW HMAI.U
'. O. 1'KATT
CO.
Year other Iturglaries.
silver Ava.
North Third Strw
FOR RENT Neatly
furnished rooms at
fNot Coal I.snd
For the fourth time within the past
ry low prices. Tha La Vata Rooming
Dea!re. In
N'OTICF.
KOK 11 III. It ATION.
year the Cash (rocery, opposite the
GROCERIES,
Rouse,
PROVISIONS, GRAIN
avenue.
Mrs. J.
of the Interior, Land Office at Flaming. HI Wast Lead
Grand Central hotel, was burglarized Department Fe,
tj Hay and I nt l. line line of Imported
N. M. August 1. 1H07.
Santa
last night. The burglars have enterWlnen,
Lio,
uorn
and C'Ikhih. Ila-- your
Notice la hereby given
Amliroclo FOR RENT Mudara rooms and board, fil
ed the store on each occasion
par month, Mrs. Eva U Craig, lot orders for this iliw Una villi us.
by Sanches, of Old Alhuuueru.ua,thatN. M, ha
breaking out a window In the rear, tlted notice of hla Intention lu make final aioiifh PfMM.nd stsaet. upstairs
or by Incasing tne glass In the door five-yea- r
A FULL MKT OF TKKTII FOB
proof In aupport of hla claim, vis:
and unfastening the door Itself. Last Homestead Entry No. 7. 100. made July t,
SALE
Real
night the burglar entered by hreuklng imi, fur the SKVi Heett.m .It, Township N,
Range 1?W, and thai said
proof will be FOR RENT House, 4 to 8 r.mrn.i;
ut the glass In Un
sash of a mude
before 11. W. H. (Hern, United State
also double fiat. W. II. MoMllllon,
teur window, and stole five nr six dol- Court
Commlaaloner at Albuquerque, N, M , real estate broker, 211 Went tlold ave. Gold Orowaa
.MM
íais from the cash dinwer. Nothing on October 6, 1SU7.
ild lllllrma, upwards from
"!I.M
HALE Two furnished tents.
a,
else has been mbsed from the store.
He names Die following
lineases to prove
Patuleas
Kitrsrtlnn
M
one block N. Mountain road
The robbery was not discovered until his roniliiuous
reel. lenca upon, and cultiAll Work Ahaolutely Guaranteed.
this morning, and ns nothing but vation of, the land, vis: Feiiciuno Chaves, on Third street.
money was stolen the chences of Uresblto Chaves. Salvador linea. Magdalena KOK RENT
DRS. COPP & PETTIT,
rooming; housa
linca, all of Old Albuquerque, N, m.
catching the guilty parlies re slim.
or hotel. V. H.
Koom It. N. T. Arm I Jo Hnlldtnaj
real
MAN
R.
UK!.
OTIC
HO,
1
room
pool
The Jev.a ft
and how ling
estate broker. 2 1 West (iohl ave.
Register.
alley was burglarized Saturday night.
A
frame, modern,
Foil KALE
The
evident e discovered
Sunday
good loeation, easy terms. Koom 9,
The rer Imat of K. ansae
Beat m4
morning shows that
Foundry
Machine Works.
the burglar Mulloa at KMltu
Kl.fclNWOHT 3, lit Norlb N. T. Aimljo building.
tf
climbed the bars at the rear windows Thirst
cottage';
iirlek
FOR
new
HALE
alreel.
It.
Hull,
Proprietor.
to a heiyht
where nothing hut a
bath, electric lights, rement walks, lawn, Iron and Urass Castings, Ora, Coal,
and
srreei: separated him from the glass. IF iron I.IVR IN A BMAI
yard;
chicken
with or wllhout furniture; Lumber Cars, Pulleys.
ANO
Orate Bare, Babbitt
There he tore off the scieenlng and FINI IT IIAKO TO OUTl, TOWN
ha aold at once, leaving city. Owner,
WHAT VOU muat
Columns
Maul.
a,
Build-Insand
Iron
Fronts for
raised the window, crawling onto the WANT IN FA.M'T OK STAI'l K UKOUKK-IK- I. 21 E. Central avenue.
ir"a
Repairs on Minina; and Milling Magallery iha'. circles the upper part of
WKITF. IN. Wlf IIAVK NKAfaXlf FOR HA LK Acre property-süiu"bíef,the rear room. lowering himself to t. F.KfTUINU.
'. ii. 1RAIT
chicken ranch, 1 tu & acres, with fruit chinery our specialty. FOUNDKT, Kast Bide
CO.
trees; on main ditch ona mile from center of Hallroad Track, AthuqutMiua. Near Medina
the first floor, he made for the cash
of olty; price per acre leaa than a city lot.
NOTK K F4IK IM KI.K ATION.
register nnd cigar case, taking a big
supply of cigars and relieving the Department of the Interior, lain.l Office at Room f Cromwell building.
Fe,
New Mexico, Ausuat 1, :io7. FOR HA I. K Cheap, If bought aoon; VnT- - Arthur E.
Santa
register of all Its cash, which was
la hereby given that Juan Antoproved alfalfa and fruit ranch of 4 aeree,
Flrn IiiMurmic.
about five dollars, A check for $. nioNotice
Mutual
(lurule. of old Albuquerque, N. V has t room cottage; North
12th, near Indian Itulhllntr
win- - lt-- l. He burglar evidently being
AH'lulloiu I'huna fi5.
tiled Mollea ut hla Intention In mnke final school. F. J.
111
Albuquerque.
Meat
Central
too shrewd to get mixed up in cashAeeie.
r
proof In support of hla claim, vis.:
ing such paper. To open the register Moineetead Kntry No. I1.4M, made
May II, FOR MA I.E A snap 4T.M.mfraina houae';
modern. In
fina location In Highlands,
requires a knowledge of Its mechan- Dial, for the ,'i HWS4, SK4 SW'l SW.
Dunbar's.
ism, nnd this he evidently had. After SK'See. 1, Township 10 N, Ranga í W. and all furnished. Price U.Ono.
collaring the swag the burglar low- thai said proof a ill I, made before II. W. M. FOR HA LK A flvVrooin" houaa. "aYeoañ
eight
room
house. Utter furnished or unt'niled fttatea Court Commlaaloner at
ered the sv, Inglng slnltw uy that lead" Otero,
furnished, both modern; clnea tn; cheap this
S'. M . on October &. 1"7.
to the gallery and escaped
through A It.uqueique.
1 R.rt, rtsfTei ftiucr iV ñvmmmmn Hnmwimi,
He naniea the following wltneaaea to prove week; also two aesled carriage, nearly new.
the hole he made In tii.'klng Ms ettlty. hla conMnuoua residence upon, and cultiva- In.iolre art East Central avenue,
I
llCVri KNOWH TI
ttafl
(tfi(iUifM
aUI.-al .,aipal4
There Is no clew for the olfhjers to tion of, Ike land,
vis: Cipriano Sanches. of FOR HALH A
fM
t4l fajf
fmt hut. Will cift
h.7uaa77u7
W
ti
IrUt.L
tni
work on.
Uetarll.i. M. M ; Felipa Herrera, of Alrlscu,
KrH
HflMu
nlahad. on Houth Rroagway; modern- - with
4llilM ÍM Ml
"f. "
1m
ihmm fitsft jríf rttorts te the) Jét
N. M ; F.llae Chaves, of Albuquerque,
Jf
N. M ; atable, chicken house and yard.
plas-This
Waul aottu-lhlna- ?
UNITCD MCDICftL CO . Oí T. tUlAtlTii. P
Tura la tlia rbiaalftoa! Ustuiel chavas, of Albuquerque, N M
haa thrae) Intat til. a ahada trees, price.
c.l.M.o.f) of ti
Junraail
May
MAM Kl, It, CTF.KO.
Mertflftf
aoo.ss.
Inquire
II.
HI'NHAR, (ornar Uold
Moa- it lu twa fiaut-a- í
- Keglater. avenas
'
and Third Street.
n Sq14 in Albuquttqu by fftt L ti. Q'Xclttf Co.

BURGLARS GALORE IN
PECOS VALLEY TOWN

'

Toti & Gradi
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Estate
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THE ALBUQUERQUE

OPERATIONS

mm m

days.Hind as thA1ahama com'
THE WM. FARR COMPANY,
pany has refused to extend the time'
Wholesale and Retail '
nmit, the deal may yet fall through
unless the' proper, parties move lively. DEALEB IN FKUNH AND HALT HEATS
Bauaaaa a BpatJnltr
There is every reason to believe that
the deal will go through, as Mr. Bates For Cattle and Hogs the Btggegt Mar
a
ket Prices In Paid
has been Vorking hard to get the
northern people sufficiently interested,
115' and 117 North First Street
Between R. R. and Copper Aves.
and several of them will be here this
week to look at the holdings.
There is little doubt but that this
patented grant of the Alabama company is one of the most valuable minTHE PRESCRIPTION
ing properties in the Jarillas.
It has
immense deposits of Iron ore cropping
DRUGGIST
out at various "places on the surface,
and lead upon lead of rich copper ore 203 West Central Avenue
LAWN MOWERS,
TENTS, WAGON COVERS,
has already been found near the surface, although no great depth has yet
RANCH SUPPLIES,
REFRIGERATORS,
been reached In the prospect work.
GROSS; KELLY & COMPANY
The famous Tiffany turquoise mine
GARDEN TOOLS.
GARDEN HOSE.
POULTRY NETTING,
Wholesale Merchants
is also located on this grant. This was
pre haps one of the greatest turquoise
Wool, Hldea and Pclu
producers in the world at one time,
a Specialty.
and Immense quantities of the tur- AMtTTQITKHQlTK
T,AS VTVJA8
quoise bearing rock has never been
worked. ' These mines were worked as
THE MOST POPULAR BECAUSE THE BEST. f
far back as thiyt years ago, and it is Try a Morning Journal Want Ad
said that Tiffany & Co., the great
New York jewelers, took out over
$300,000 worth of thp precious stones
from one place on this property, but
the enormous expense of hauling water and everything eJse used In those
Whenever you want your Prvurrtptlons filled promptly and accurately of
days for forty miles overland, together
The Btialmt Drug Store Between Denver and Los Angeles.
K you want DRl'GS ajid MEDICINES sent up to your bouse la a Hurry.
with the dishonesty of the workmen
who in many instances stole all the
MAIL ORDERS CAREFULLY
best atones, compelled this company
FILLED.
'
to abandon the workings.
If. R. VOX, Secretary and Manager.
This property contains about Blxty
acres and Is located In the east end of
BLUE FRONT.
117
Ave.
the Jerillas not over a mile and a
half from the Southwest Smelling and
Refining company's reducing plant at
Orogrande.
A
A

&h

B,

strongly said the Englishman with a
smile.
"England is nothing more than a
pimple on the map, compared with the
United States," insisted the Ameri
can.
"But did you ever think," said Mr.
Plerpont, "that that little pimple on
the map controls the greatest empire
In the world?"
"Well, we don't do things that way."
said the Yankee.
"You tried it over in the Philippines and didn't make much of a
of it," said the Briton.
"About as well as you people have
(tone, said the other with some asper"We have done a right good Job of
it In Egypt," said Mr. Pierpont.
"I
have some stocks over there guaranteed by the British government that

are bringing me 4 per cent pretty reg
ularly."
"Four per- - cent looks rather small
over here in the west," said the Mich- igander. "Here we get 7 to 10 per
cent right along."
Special Correspondence
Morning: Journal. 1
From this point the conversation
Las Cruces, N. M Aug. 24. One of gradually grew warmer until there
the most Important mining proposi- appeared to be danger of breaking off
tions In the territory, and Indeed In diplomatic negotiation . The. final re
the southwest, is that of the Stephenson-B- sult, however, was an
n
ennett
Consolidated Mining comentente which appears to be a
pany in the Organ district. Under the permanent affair.
present management of J. J. McCul-iougthe company's properties have
produced $150,000 worth of ore and
the mines have merely begun their
production. Extensive operations are
now in progress and great things will
be reported from the properties In the
verynear future. A two thousand
foot tunnel Is now being driven which
will be completed some time In September. This tunnel will thoroughly
drain the mine and will give good opg
portunity for
and other
development work. A new strike of
wolframite ore has been made and
quite a large vein is In sight. It is
from this ore that the rare metail,
molybdenum. Is taken, the metal,
which is used for hardening steel, being worth $1.75 a pound and much In Set Forth in Behalf of A, A,
demand. The property runs high In
lead and silver and as further depth
Keen that He Was Not an OfIs reached copper is also being found
In paying quantities.
This property
ficial
When
Government
will now be developed on a much
larger scale.
Brought Suit,
The fifty ton concentrator will bo
replaced with a 250-to- n
concentrator
and many other, improvements will
The demurrers entered by the terbe made. Kansas capitalists are interthe American Lumber comested In the enterprise and some ritory,
twenty-liv- e
of the stockholders are pany, Clark M. Carr, A. A. Keen and
here now looking over the property. the other territorial officials in the
They will likely pass through Albu- suits brought by the government to
querque on Monday morning on their set aside alleged fraudulent sales of
way east. Among the stockholders In timber lands will be argued In the disthe party are Conrad Plckard, D. Tl. trict court here on August 30. AttorHutchison, P. Cammerdeke, A. W. ney Dobson, besides filing demurrers
Shaw and T. S. Semple of Richmond, in behalf of the American Lumber
Kan.; W. M. Irwin, Orlando Jolllff, company, has filed similar papers on
and Ren Dohmer of Peabody, Kas.: practically the same grounds for
J. A. White,' D. M. Schertz, S. B. Clark M. Carr. He has likewise filed
Vaughan and G. It. Follett, of New- a demurrer for A. A. Keen, former
ton,
Ooering, John C. commissioner of public lands. In
Goering. J. P. Kreibel, August Kana-ha- which It is set forth that Mr. Keen
Andrew Wedel and H. W. Miller, was not an official of the territory at
of Mound Kldgo. Kas.; and Samuel the time the suits were brought, and
Craign and James K. Hennlgh, of Gar- that when he was connected with the
land transactions his acts were purely
den City, Kas.
official acts, done under the statutes.
(JALLF.S SAYS 1M.OPLK
The arguing of the demurrers will
OU.HT TO WAKK VI" attract considerable attention on the
Nicholas Galles, of Las Cruces, l.i part of local attorneys and others, and
e
mining operators the progress of the case will be
one of the
of the territory. He has been In
watched with Interest.
years, trenty-eigacyears of which time he has been
tively interested In the mining develMr. Galles
opment of the territory,
says that the people of this section
especially and of New Mexico In general are too slow to realize the vast
resources which are all around them.
In speaking of the Torpedo mine in
MAY BE.
the Organ district. Mr. Galles said:
"The Torpedo now has shipped
steadily at the rate of from 800 to
1,200 tons a month for the past year
and a half. Mines that produce at
TRANSFERRED
this rate are rare In any section. Tit"
fact that here Is such a great mine
conhere would seem to lead to the
clusion that there will be many others
producing at a
1n the near future
Nlmllar rate.
Understood That Kansas City
The Big Horn Mine.
The Big Horn property is six mile
and Detroit Capitalists Will
east of the Torpedo and Is owned by
Chicago capitalists. The president o'
Take Over Alabama Grant in
the company is J. W. Meyer of Chicago. The company has a tunnel In
Orogrande District,
300 feet and has struck a three-fovein of lead and silver ore of high
grade. New machinery of the latest
make has arrived and will he inA big deal In mining property will
men will
stalled at once. Twenty-liv- e
in all probability be made within the
be emploved and the company exnext week or so, transferring the patpects to begin shipping by the llrst of ented trrant of the Alabama (Sold and
the month.Copper company to W. H. .Bates and
There is no question but that tns a number of Kansas City and I)etrolt
and
.r.i.rtv will he a big producer
capitalists,
says the Oro Grande
will pay lis stockholders well. The
old miners who visit this section claim Times.
These parties have secured a sixty
that neither Colorado nor Arizona will
In days' option on the property at a conhave any more prosperous campa
of $75,OiMl, and now have
a few venrs than will be In operation sideration
money
about raised and everythe
district.
'organ
mountain
in the
thing In readlnesn to make the transfer.
The option will expire now In
Anglo-America-

h,

DEMURRERS WILL

Kas.:-Josep-

n,

old-tim-

ht

FAMOUS TIFFANY

MIS

I

BAD NEGRO

HAS

J

Officers Who Are Anxious to
Him,

What has become

shot up Gallup last Thursday and
who was reported headed for Albuquerque?
The local police have not received
any information from the Gallup authorities since Thursday night, an 1
the reports of the negro's actions since
that time havo been gleaned from
train crews.
One of the several local Santa Fe
watchmen employed to take care of
yards, stated last night that the negro passed through Albuquerque en
route east on a freight train Saturday
night, but that be was afraid to. Interfere with the quick shooting bad
man.
The local police have been keeping
a pretty careful lookout for the Gallup negro lately and during the last
few duys six negroes from the west
have been questioned by the officers,
but released, when It was learned that
they were not expert marksmen looking for trouble.

DIM
Of clothing,

ihnM,

hat,

BeInteresting Engagement
tween British and American
Forces Results in Peace

toco! at Sturges,
a traveling man of
N plerpont,
city, has
Kansan city. Mo now in the
behad a somewhat checkered career, and
ing adventurer, soldi. t, nallor
EnIs
an
man. Plerpont
buslnet-war
glishman and when the Iloer
Pope,
In
was
he
broke out in 1S!!,
Town,but he Immediately enlisted
In ,i cavulry regiment called "French h
Scamps." uer Its honorary colonel.
General French.
Plerpont wuh wounded twice nnby
result he
lloer bullets, and as nnturdy
men who
very Hill love for the
fought for theiTransvnul and lost, and
th Transvaal
who are now making
one of the most prosperous colonies
flying the British Hag.
Mr Plerpont arrived here last nightg
A fellow tray-ellnand Is at the Hlurg-- s. Clay
of
man. Frank H.
Mich . Is known as "Goxernor Folk,
on account of the close resemblance to
Governor Joseph Folk of Missouri.
Mr. Clny Is also at the Sturges. Htur-gp- n
A number of the guests of the
were treated to aaet-t-rather Interesto
last night
ing
When Hie two gentlemen got to dis- e
cussing the relative merits of their
laud".
"TH" wli''1" PiltMi lb' together
re not a big as Chicago," nhsci veil
m Mr. Vlay VltH conviction,
It
ruther
.
"Well,, llial'K puUlo
-

Anglo-Americ-

na-tlv-

t

r

,

('h

of

the kind

Stockings for Boys and Girls

the next six

in

months, to buy it now.
may ask

.UOc

anyone

Misses' full seamless fast black hose, fine ribbed,
all sizes from r to H... This Is a good serviceable
hose, and Ihe way cotton goods ore going up In
price these are very cheap at. the pair
10c
Heavy fast black seamless hose, double knee, line
rib, a good, strong hose, suitable for either boya
or girls. Sizes 5 to m, the pair
Iftc
Misses' line ribbed black seamless hose, mercerised
finish, looks eiiual to silk, suitable for girls. In
plain ribbed or lace. This Is a very pretty and
good'weurlng huse. Sizes 6 to ',4, the pair... lie
The Giant, ymith'a extra heavy seamless fast black,
corduroy ribbed, no heavier or stronger hose made.
Sold at a considerably
higher price by others.
Sizes 7 to 10, the pair
gfo

You

that sells

Crepe Paper and they will tell
you

that They Pay More for it

than wc sell

for this week.

it

The plain is sold the world over

at 10c the

Our special

roll.

Boys' Suspenders

price for This Week Only,
the roll

The

5c

ornamented is sold regular

at 25c.

Our special price for

Boys' Shirts

This Week Only, 15c, or two

made of rhambray, Ph
nmt Madras, in light and
.'in, with r wlthmit rallara. ar flrst clana
and cannot b duplli-atfiat our prUa,

(Mir Une ttf Huyn' Shirts,

vlnts.

dmk

25c

rolls for

.

Hoys' Elastic web Suspenders, linen sewed, reinforced back, russet leather trimmings, the palr.,IO
Hoys' Corded Clastic neb Suspenders In three colors, lealher back, fancy braid ends, nickel slide
buckles, the pair
iftc
Hoys' Utile (llant Suspenders.
Cross hack, 1
inch web. woven corded pattern, russet leather
trimmings, wire buckle, cftra strong, the pair Site
Hoys' English I.lsle web Suspenders,
rosa back,
printed fancy figures In olive, lavender and pink,
gilt slides, with cast off, leather trimming to nislch
web, a vury pretty suspender, the pair
the

valut

lVn-iiU'- .

Hit

i

,

rai'h

ft" BQATRIGHT,

Phone
1013.

aa.

FRESH SHELLED PECANS,
WALNUTS AND ALMONDS,

BOYS' PATENT STILTS GIVEN AWAY WITH

$10 WORTH

OF

BOYS' MERCHANDISE.

JUST IN

Oor (Gear

Grocery Co.,

307 W. Central Ave.

underwear, Isdl.s'

On Dutchess Woolen Trousers

Phone 80.

la now going on at th
All remaining aum-mUnion.

goods mint lie aold, rsgardlesa uf cuat.

la
BO paira of ladina' alfarda,
hila, tun and black i formar prices,
II.2S, 11.00, anil $2.00 to go at, oar
pair
All rlilldreo'a axfurda, ana third uff.
Mena IJ.15 Oiforda at

yar;

MVirifIílllfíliriI

aklrta and walsla,

Huyer'

ex-

pects to have use for anything

n,

D.

The Monarch

Sale

this week at a price

that will pay anyone who

Misses' Vlcl Kid. foxed p,,IUh. mat calf top, patent
leather tip. (, double sole, eitenslon edge, fair
lllched. short back stn.v, nil solid.
heel.
Sizes 6 to H, the pair
, )B
Sizes Ni to IS, thn pair
.....$1.35
Sizes 12a to 2, the pair
(ifi0
Misses' Flue, Vlcl Kid Shoes, low heel, patent
leather heel box, eyelet stay ami tip. all solid.
This Is a very pretty shoe, and will wear well.
Sizes t
to 1?, the pair
y .50
Sizes lH'i to t, the pair
yi J5
Misses' Vlcl Kid Oxford Slows. Prince Henry
mat calf front, prforated vamp, pump sole,
low heel, patent lip, wide luce,
medium eyelets.
Sizes
to 12, ibe pair
gas
Sizes 12 ij to 2, the pair
gfi0
Misses' Hx Calf Shoes, fox polish, dull kid top.
short back slay, low heel, extension edges.
This
Is the shoe for wear.
Sizes 2j to r., the pair $2 (Ml

a Morning Journal Want Ad

Try

will sell

Girls' School Shoes

THAT WK TARRY
FOKtiKT
DON'T
ROt'KRIICS IN
THK MNKST LINK OK
K. O.
t'OUNTKV.
THK
OF
THIS HKCTION
CO,
I KATT

an- -

mented Crepe Paper, which we

Boys' Kangaroo t'alf Shoes, cap toe. heavy 14
double side, sewed nnd screwed, natural oak soles,
extension edges. A good, durable shoe, and will
stand rough wenr. Sizes 13 to 2, per pair
$1.75
Sixes
to G'-- j. the pair
$?,UO
Hoys' Vlcl Kid .Shoes, prince Henry blui her stylo,
oalf top, new cap toe last, all solid leather extension edge. This Is a neat, dressy shoe, and one
that will give good wear, sixes II to l.i, pair. .1.75
Sizes 1.1
to S. per pair
f.'.IMJ
Sizes l"a to i i.,, the pair
$'J.3ft
Hoys' Low f'ut Shoes. l,,nKla Hlucher, Oxford
I'otay last, light ü double sole, ail solid,
Cuban
heel. Sizes 9 to l:t. the pair
$1.50
Sizes 13' to I, the pair
1175
Sizes ti to ri'i. the pair
fl.8.1
Little dent's Shoes, box and satin calf,
Persian
Kid tops, medium last and cap toe, ,,w heel. Sizes
9 I"
ii'v. the pair ,
I...1I.SS

Artist Kills ltlniHcU.
New York, Aug. 24. Marlon Story,
án" artist, brother of Julian P. Story,
who was divorced by Mme. Emma
Karnes, committed suicide at his homo,
Brook Farm, near Port Chester, tonight, by shooting. Those persons
who remember the troubles through
which be had been during the last
year and a half, Including heavy
losses In the stock market, his commitment to the Bloomlngdale asylum,
and bis domestic Infelicities, attribute
his act to these.

getting

in

other snap in plain and orna-

Boys' School Shoes

of the negro who

succeeded

S.Second

Hoys' Waists, made of f'hambrays, Cheviot, Percales and Sateens. In Indigo blues, reds, greys, and
while, with neat stripes, checks and figures, pleated
fronts, shnpei) armholes. one pocket, acme have
the detachable bell, nil agoa from 3 to 13 years.
This line of waists cannot be duplicated In Albu-tiueiqfor less than S.lc, Our price Is, each.. 25c
Boys' Walsla In plain white and plain black, ala
white ground with assorted colored figures and
stripes, faced sleeve, fine pearl buttons, detachable
belt, mad first class throughout.
All sizes from
4
to 14 years, each
,
(lot
Hoys' White Fauntleroy Waists, mude of fine white
lawn, front with double ruffle of embroidery, deep
collar and turn-baccuffs with ruffle to match,
druw string, pearl buttons.
Sizes 3 to 8

ONLY

We

;

i

205

I

Boys' Shirt Waists

SPECIAL FOR THIS WEEK

Our apace will nut permit u to dvgorlbe separately
eaih styld of 11,, y' Sulis that we carry. If you
need anytlilnic In that line, It will pay ymi t,, l.mk
our atwk ever before buying, ua we can s.iva ynu
money on thin class uf k'"iIs. The line cutialata of
Suits In eanslmere, haril ami aoft llnlshed
Wuratada, colom, medium and dark Krey. brown
mixed, (trey nnd black Btrlpea and plaids, navy
blue, all wool Kerne, etc. foam made In alniile or
double hreanted, nlzes from 3 to 10 years.
Prlies,
ÍÍ.0Ü,
'i.6, :.ofl, KU.fto. If I. (HI, .;s, .VIIO and
I.IMI per Suit.
We have a good line of Knee
funts for hoys. In
cloth similar to the above suits, at Sir, AUr, UOc,
75c, HSc and fl.lHI the I'alr.
Axes frm 3 to in
years.

Desperate African With Automatic Pistol Has Evaded

Zr
y

MACK

Gold
Boys' School Suits

MYSTERIOUSLY

Catch

W.

II

i
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Cut Price

FOUGHT

CeJl Up Telephone 789
W. Central

ot

MR

Enamelware,

Cutlery,

WILLIAMS DRUG CO

3

iiintioiin

Hardware,

Shelf

J. H, O'RIBLLY COMPANY

cross-cuttin-

'

RUPPE

l?L

IcSi

Winona Wagons, McCormicK Mowers and Harvesters

ity.

N0re Found Mo Contain Molybdenum Used for Hardening
Steel Great Activity in Organ District,,

28, 1907.

a'few

Ra re Metal Discovered
in the Organ cMountain
BIG
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About

Maa'a

Hoa'

at
Oiforda at

$2.00 Oxford
1.13

Twenty Mr cent dlscmint
hoya aulla.

II'
It

0

It

M
M

II

ti

tl

all maa'a and

Twenlr par rent dlarount aa all anao'a and
boya' tominera,
Illg lot f maa'a sample ahlrta at....
Maa'a loe uudaralilrU, silk llnlab, al

Fountain
Pen
That wrllea smooth ami
ll your
don't leak nor

WE WILL PAY YOU ONE DOLLAR OR GIVE YOU

IS

tl

rap,

Waller liaker'a t'on
II pounda augar, with a giwary
dí, lor

CASH BUYERS'
Itt

WM. Illll
X. second M,

II
10
40
41

It
ar-

II

00

i

ami
lingers,

s

'Ví-r-

price.

MS WMT

A

NEW

5:

attonv A

' ft. W

d

SI.75, $2.50, $3,00, $3,50 and, $4,00

2

3C
caa

41. AVE.

'

The Home of the Dutchess in Albuquerque.

you n WRITTEN
We
ta'AltAMi:K lili
ami all
linvr I hem In all hI.c
We

F. J. HOUSTON COMPANY
AtbUMutrqu.

2
R

E. L. W asniDum

Lucky
Curve

UNION,

lK, Preprtrtar.

TROUSERS

PAIR.

Groceries Parker

Oood Package t'offaa, par pouad
MA
Morba and Jara, par pound
flood qunlltr canned paurhaa, a;
pluma and green (agua, par ran. .
quality Ira, par pound
1S
S Or auellly tan, par pound
Heat syrup, par gallón

WOOL

. FOR EVERY SUSPEN-DEBUTTON THAT COMES OFF WE WILL PAY YOU TEN
IF YOU RIP THEM IN THE SEAT OR ELSEWHERE
CENTS.

A

buy

DUTCHESS

AND WEAR THEM TWO MONTHS

W
1

YOU MAY BUY A PAIR OF

YOl! WAXT

'

aa

.
.

8

THE ALBUQUERQUE

tit Hlissscrqu

selves with the conduct of their

Hloniino Journal
Published by the

Journal Publishing Co.
T. A. MACPHERSON
W. 8. BCKKE
H. B HKNINO
JIAKCT3 P. KELLY

President
Editor.

City Killtor.
Business Manager.

secnnd clan
matter at th
Entered
postoftlrs at Albuquerque. X. II., under act
of Contresa of March 3, 1870.
TI1K MORNING
JOt'RNAL 18 THK
l.F.AIHNO KKI'l BI.ICAN PAFKR OF NEW
XF.XK O, Ml rPORTINCi THK rBIM'IPf.EH
OF THK KKPl Bl.irAN PARTY AM. THE
TIME. AND THE METHODS OF THR BE
riBI.K'AN PARTY WHEN THEY ARE
RIGHT.

Ijrtrr

than aar other paper la
New Mrilra. The only paper ia New Me lie
every
day
I
ha year.
In
lssaril
"The Morning Journal ha a higher elrru
la I loa rating thaa la acroriled I any other
paper In Alliaqnerqu or any other dully In
New Slulro." The American New.paprr lll- reclory.

TKKMS OF Ht'ftWRIITiOX.
Daily, hy mail, one year. In advance. .$3.00
.tin
Daily, by carrier, one month
SO
Daily, by mall, cn:e month

new mexp'o

Ai.Rrgt'KitqrK

ON(;iMXS.
THK lIllllftATlON
The National Irrigation Congress
mw-t.'- i
lit Sacramento orle week from
today, and ax many of the citizens of
'Xfw Mexico as can conveniently Jo so
should make pre pa rations to attend.
All reports from California agree that
the Roo'l people of Sacramento have
made most ample preparations to (ve
their visitors on this ocrasb.1" u right
loyal reception anil entertainment,
a nationally recognized fact
and It
that our neighbors over on the Pacific know Jut how to do such things
when they set themselves about it.
feels a peculiar Interest in
the Irrigation Congress, because the
first session of that organization was
held bete, and It would be no more
than pardonable exaggeration, If exaggeration at all, to say that Albuquerque Invented it and got it up. It
would therefore be Intel est iiiK as well
as Instructive to many of our "old
timers" to K" over to Sacramento and
see what a lusty child their Infant
has become.
Keferrlng to the meeting of the
congress at Sacramento next Monday,
tht? San Francisco Chronicle says:
"Nothing which
the 'committee
could do to make the gathering Impressive and useful has been omitted.
There will be an opportunity for our
own people and for visitors to compare the progresa and success of irrigation in uli the western states, individuad n tlr.4 and other states can
con, pete f.,r '.al, .i.Ve prizes for Individual excellence The . esioiiH of the
'jotigresf lise'f will he occupied by the
pa .em and dlsi usslotis of those men
ill American who are best qualified to
"
"Jpeak" upon the practical Wot k of
und the economic and social
churacter and value of Irrigation enterprises.
Whether as an exhibit of
what irrigation does, or as a forum in
whli' h Irrigation problems are discussed und elucidated, it will be a
great occasion."
I

A

co.Mi:iY

or m.rxnr.its.

doWere It not for the Injury It
ing the Interests of everybody in the
country,
the present telegrapher'
strike would be one of the funniest
comedie ever "pulled off" 'in the
presence of the Amerlean people. It
to the
hllH been from the beginning
present moment a veritable comedy of
blunder but many of them serve to
work auch serious injury to all the
people of the country, Including the
themselves, that the
telegrapher
thing can not bp called a farce. The
s
of the
of
sympathies
American people go out to laboring
men wherever found In a struggle for
better pay or better conditions, but In
this case the whole movement has
been characterized by such senseless
blundering absulute "fool" blundering that It has made Itself the object
of general contempt Instead of general sympathy. The following perfectly fair and truthful statement of
the case we take from the Philadelphia North American, a paper which
is known lo be us friendly to the
cause of labor as any In the t'nlted
States:
"The commercial telegrapher have
not given the Amerii'Hn people a
square deal. They have been recreant
ta their leader and played hatl-kawith their own Interests. Thejy huve
acted not like sane men with griev
ance to redress, but like sulky children. They are causing regret anil
chagrin to the true friend of organized labor. They will lose their strike.
And they deserve to lose It.
"Citizens who ar Informing them
selves learn that this strike follow
an advance in wage mude last spring,
They are learning that when disputes
about hours and office regulation followed the Increased pay, the officer
of the union secured the signature of
the employer to an agreement for
arbitration which Is still pending.
"Searching for the Immediate, cause
of the strike, the Innocent Philadelphia victim hear that an operator In
on the
wa discharged
I .os Angele
ground that he wa wilfully delaying
message. Hi fellow operator, who
think him victimized because a union
man, made no appeal to their local or
national officer on any arbitration
board, but left their key. And thu
unauthorbeginning in haphazard,
ized, irresponsible fashion, the alrlke
ha spread hysterically until It rover
the country.
"In not one of the clttee, outside of
New Kngland hag It been reported that
the strike came In answer to the call
In several It
of any union authority.
wa begun against the protest and In
Violation of the, official pledge of the
men en! runted by the operator them
I

nine-tenth-

ri

af-

fair.
"Last Sunday afternoon In New
York the agreement waa made by ballot in open meeting to delay all action
until after a meeting of the national
executive board In Chicago with Labor
Commissioner Nelll, Samuel Gompersv
Ralph M. Easley, and officer of the
two telegraph companies. The Ink was
hardly dry on the minute
of that
meeting when on Monday some fool or
contract-breakin- g
some
mischief - making,
agitator blew a whistle in
the New York offices and the strike
spread from the middle west to the
Atlantic. That was not good unionism nor good sense.
"The operators of the Associated
Press sent In demands to the general
Granting them
manager in Chicago.
exwould have entailed an annual
pense of $200, 000.
He had neither
the power nor the money to comply
without action by the board of directors. He promised action at the
board's next meeting. The operators
answered that action must be taken
that day. He explained that the directors could not be reached in time,
but that ho would obtain a vote by
telegraph from them the next day.
walked out, In utter
TJie operators
disregard for the newspapers of the
country and for the public which the
newspapers serve. Calling such conduct childish folly Is over-mil"The question- may or may not be
the closed or the open shop. The
wage scale may be right or wrong;
The
the hours equitable or over-lonAmerican people do not know and
consequently do not cane. And it Is
too late for the strikers to Mart an
informatory campaign.
"The public- Is in the position of the
Innocent bystander who does not know
that any one Is fighting until he Is hit
by a brick. He does not pull off his
coat to help the thrower of rhe brick,
lie calls a policeman."
d.

-

T A IT'S

SPKI.UI

AT ('Of. I'M lil'S.

result I a demoralizing condition Immediately at hand at every army post,
with a consequent effect upon th
morale of the service and an Increase
In the difficulty of maintaining discipline and keeping the ranks filled.
The canteen itself was not a menace to the soldiers, but a practical
method of maintaining temperance
principles. Under that system the
men were seldom
intoxicated, and
their drinking was almost always under the observation of their officers.
Impossible.
Excesses were virtually
The moment the canteen was In effect
closed through the prohibition of the
sale of the light drinks formerly dispensed at such establishments
the
vendors of strong liquor began to pen
their low groggeries at the very gates
of the posts. The soldiers quickly
found their way to the meanest dives
and were led from one indulgence to
another with shocking results.
Appeals to restore the canteen to
its forirler status have been Ignored
by congress though Indorsed by the
highest military authorities. An unreasoning prejudice has been established which, for political reasons,
And yet
cannot easily be overcome.
the petitions of the army officers
charged with the duty of maintaining
discipline for legislation which will
drive the groggeries and dives a mile
or so beyond the boundaries of the
reservations, in order to lessen the
law,
have
evils of the
been also Ignored by the legislators.
If the enemies of the canteen are earnestly desirous of keeping liquor from
the soldiers they should heartily indorse the recommendation to est:ibl!sli
a zone of prohibition around each
rrfilitary station.
There are times when It would
seem as thought the chief opponents
of the canteen were the manufacturers
and vendors of Intoxicants.
anti-cante-
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Soios

Get the

by the)
Second
riddle) V

HOW WOULD you like to be the
coal man ?
ARE THOSE "foreign agents" from
Kansas, or any other state?
enth
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IT IS HARD to see how the Twenty-sevannual can help taking the

Futrelle Furn. Co;

For
Summer
Drinks

1

Special net prices for cash
lxing deluiUil by
big discounts. We offer special this week for cash or
payments.
.
Chairs, 50 cents and up.
Bedsteads, $1.50 and up.
Steel Couches, $5.00 and up.
Steel Springs, $2.00 and up.
China Mattings, 15 cents and up.
'
Carpets, 25 cents a yard and up.(
'I
Art Squares, $3.50 and up.
Big stock and lowest prices. Window shade made
to order. We want your trade, cash or payments.

THE JUST and the unjust are
ting a much needed soaking in
these da:s.

West End of Viaduct.

Bass Island Grape Juice,

getNew-Mexic-

Rose's Lime Juice,
Rose's Raspberry Vinegar

THE HONORABLE George Washington Prlchard shows a disposition to
hit some one on the wrist.

and

LAS VEGAS has had a baby show.
But then Gloomy Gus has been con-

Duffy's Apple Juice, at

ducting one there for some time past.

"THERE' ARE no strings on the
Santa Fe New Mexican," avers the Almanac. To be accurate, they are only
ravelings.
IMcpse Remit.
RECENT number of the
contained a picture of the
Hon. H. B. Holt. The Anaesthesia

HERE'S WHAT YOU NEED.
Famous S, & T, Unamatic Price and Cost Book. Small
enough for the Vest Pocket. Large enough for the Desk.
Bound in beautiful Seal Leather,
Sheets can be removed instantly, Just the thing for the

A

laloy s,

Up-to-D- ate

Busy Man.

A

inooze.

H.

B.H.Briggs&Co

genTHE
DRUGGISTS.
eral and the attorney general both Proprietor of Alvurado Pharmacy,
no
frauds,
were
land
ertaln there
venue mid First Htreet.
he government appears to have made
Hlxhlaml Pharmacy, Corner of Euat
j break.
tral anil llniadwiiy.

Gold

See E. O. Price

Cen-

TIMES HAVE changed. There were
For prompt and courteous treatment and
vears when It would not have been the very choicest of ineuta you wUI multe un
mistake by railing on KM1L KLIil.N WOKT,
The New York Sun tells us that the safe for a man to air publicly the
record of the Hon. Em 11 .NorIn.III TulrU t reel or telephoning your
spirited shrieks which the Hon. Benrdar
jamín Ryan Tillman has been emitting Com'itome'er.
Minora! Water cure nnd preor is said to have emitted in his travTHE INTERESTING theory Is now senta ltillloukiirHK. Ask your grocer for It.
els among the Iowans must be set idvanced that the Hon. Em charged
uction Side of Yaliialile lii'iil i:Mute anil
down to advertising account. A clever $12.38 a page for those governor's
Personal l'roiierty.
citizen Is Captain lien. He has mo- messages in Spanish because of the
By virtue of Authority veRted In mo by
uVed of inHlnment for
law
i common
ments of liarnum and moments of high tariff on paper.
lenoflt of rriHlltnrs executed, to me on the
Ai tenuis Ward.
ilny
of June, A. 1). 1907. by
T!-Soft Pcilal.
:he Oold anil Cement Syndicate, a corpora-lioThe concert In opposition to the
Referring to the fact that the oh!
orKiinizod under the laws of the TerriIs tory o'f Arizona. I will sell at public nuctlon
by the government
original Rockefeller, who Is kept un- investigation
not so strone as it was two or three it tlu Heal límale KxrhanKo nnil Auction
der lock and key, Is said to be a weeks ago. Santa Fe Eagle.
Hoard, Applet. in Untitling, No. 4 Liberty
corner of Water Blreet, Hoston.
uiuare,
mighty tough customer, the Kansas
ta8nachuiietlH, on Tuesday, the
City Star pertinently Inquires: "A."
tiny
A. J). 1907. at 10:30
"IX ALL MATTERS
affect the I'clork In ofthoAukiirI,
forenoon, all and Rlncnlar.
lung as he Is the father of John 1)., nubile good, territorial, that
county, city '.he
real Ofitato and personal property of
what occasion can' there be for dignil precinct, this paper will hew to wid Hold and Cement Syndicate, wherever
ging up anything else about the old the Une, let the chips fall where they iltuatetl. Said property consists In part a
follows:
mav." The Almanac.
man?"
All mlnln claim
of HI) acres, more, or
Just at present, however, the Hon. !ca,
situated about five miles from (loltlen.
Is
axe
rather dull.
Tin- New York Evening Post calls Em's
n the County of Sandoval and Territory of
evr Mexico, with the following
buildings
attention to the significant fact that
.
hereon, viz: Holier house, house for help,
This Is Reullv
this year's democratic gubernatorial
MAX FROST must hae retained ihop, and three adobe houses. For further
of said real estate reference
primary In Mississippi brought out several copies of that great
work connay
to the mining
records of
just three and one-hatimes as many cerning the Land of Sunshine, which 'ountybe ofmade
llernallllo. Vol. IF. Paite C24.
voters as cast their ballots for the lust was published by the bureau of ImThe personal property consists of two en
migration, when he was rc'leved of ilnes and hollers, small pump, lot cable
democratls governor.
the duties of secretary some months rope, lot well drilling tools, well casing,
if statements In the New Mexican ilirce ore cars, blacksmith furmico
and
The Washington Star thinks Harri-man'- s igo,
anvil, lot a and 3 Inch pipe, horse.
ire to be believed that copies of this ilower,
willingness to own all the rail- valuable work have been sent from aarneHS, backboard, picks, shovels, hamnnd other tools, office furniture, board-ni- i
ways seems unselfish and courageous that office to Thomas. Richard and mershouse
furniture, assay scales, etc., etc.
coun-rIn
parts
Henry
of
the
different
Said
at this moment of eager endeavor to
properly will be sold without
It might lie embarrassing to ask
make an example of some monopolist by what authority Mr. Frost retained
Terms made known nt time of sale.
by putting him In Jail.
possession of property of this bureau
CHARLES P. TUCK BR,
Assignee Clohl and Cement Syndicate
having
his
official
connection
after
Hudson, Mass., August 1, 1907,
with It severed. Santa Fe Eagle.
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According to the Washington 'Star,
which I a very sane and careful paper, the absurdity of the
legislation of aeveral year ago, which
caused the closing of the army post
establishment for Ihe sale of beer and
light wine to soldiers, I frequently
attested In the official report, which
disclose a disgraceful state of affair
In the Immediate vicinity of practically every military station In thl
country.
Tht annual report of the
acting Judge advocate general of the
army, just submitted, dwells upon thl
situation, and point afreh to the evil
of closing the canteen without following the act wl'h the prohibition of
saloon wllhln a "ertRln rudlu. Having driven nut the canteen, the government ha done' nothing to prevent
the sale of liquor to odlri. The
nnii-cantee- n

wenly-riiihl-

You might as well expect to keep busy picking up silver dollars
you find rolling up hill, as to make big money

savings in real estate.

without

here to stay

I am In business

and

that

Investing small
I want your

trade. Come and see mo and learn about some of the lots I have for sale.
are sure winners. Also have ranches and some splendid houses,

They

modern, find

..

mtXSSíSi,

t

SEE E. O. PRICE, 212 S. Second St.

h

twenty-sev-nt-

S. LITHGOW,

Bookbinder and Kubbcr stamp maker. PI lone 021. Journal Building.

WJTH

I'nl-I'lii-

Secretary Taft's recent speech al
Columbus, Ohio, which was printed
ami commented upon in the columns
of the Morning Journal several days
ago, is attracting general attention
throughout the country, as a document of more than ordinary political
Importance because if Its author shall
be, as now seems highly probable, his
party's candidate for the presidency
next year, this speech will practically
constitute the platform upon which
It is not at all unlie will stand.
likely that some of the corners will
lie rounded off, and a little smoothing
down will be done here and there by
the platform committee of the national convention, but ull democratic
newspapers and spellbinders will try
the republican nominee by what he
h is himself said. Mr. Hryan's case is
Identical. He, too, if he runs, will be
formally' extiled by his opinion
pressed. Republican newspaper and
spellbinders will try him by what he
has said respecting public policies.
Tnft for president, therefore, means
tariff revision on protection lines Immediately after the election, probably
at a special session of the Sixty-fircongress. And that will mean a decision both as to an Inheritance tax
and an income tax. No retreat, but
rather an advance, on the question
of the restraint of trusts and the reg
ulation of railroad traffic. The lawless rich and the lawless poor alike to
A full exanswer for transgressions.
ercise of federal power without Infringing on the rights of the states.
Judge Taft declines to discuss the
PrownsvIK
matter at this time, for
the reason that It Is the subject of official Investigation.
liut that Investigation will close before congress meets
and a report or reports be presented
Brownsville
to that body fot tctlon.
In this way will enter Into next year's
equation. If the president's dismissal
of the colored troops without a trial
is indorsed by congress the party In
the campaign must accept the Issue In
th.it form. If In the report and the
debate on It some sort of sop is
thrown to the colored voters for use
111
the states where their Votes are
counted, then the critics of both the
president and the secretary of war
will have scored.
This speech is In the nature of a
reply to speeches Senator Foraker has
been making at home since congress
adjourned. He and Judge Taft are
wide apart. The one Is a stand-pattethe other a revisionist. The one holds
that the Klkins law alone would have
solved the railroad question, and la to
be accredited with all that has been
done tu remedy abuses, and that the
law enacted at the president's suggestion I
unconstitutional; the other
hold that without the later law the
P.lkins law would have failed of the
larger purpose sought. The one Is
the champion of the dismissed colored
soldier, the other has coiicurted In the
president's action.
Naturally Judge Taft eulogizes his
chief. They have Worked together,
and Will continue to do so. Hut If he
enter the White House, .the Ohio mull
I
so much of an indivliiiiul In his own
right that Taft policies will soon huve
to be reckoned with.

?

Club House Grape Juice,

MR. HANNA, it is said, has been
censured for injecting the race Issue
Into the proceedings.

BURNING YOUR money Is regarded as rather extravagant.
It is economy pure and simple beside burning
coal.

.'.'

'

belt.

"MINING CAMP Is to have a minister," says a Silver City paper. Probably It needs him.

,

Wall Paper and Paints

h

J.

.1

D. EMMONS

Successor to Stacy and Company.
Cor. Second Street and Lead Ave.
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SomeCurrent
Comment

WORKS WONDERS
13
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Wonderful Coiiikmiih1 Cures Plies,
Kexemu. Skin llchiug. Skin
Irruptions, Cuts and

Bruise.

flow About That $1.200 Suit?
The management of the Santa Fe
Water and Light company will do well
to remember that the consumers of
water and electric light ill this city
have some rights that should be reflected. The Almanac,
May Change Ills Mind..
Since Governor
Curry hiiS

taken

hold of territorial affair and since
the imbecility und silliness which
characterized the regime of his Immediate predecessor have disappeared,
even the fake reformers and yellow
sheets have to a great extent ceased
slandering und libeling the people of
New Mexico. Taking It all In ull, the
outlook Is of the finest. The Almanac.

(ootl Suggestion.
exchange has a column headed "Around the Fireside."
We should think "Around the Ice
Chest" would be more comfortable sitting at this time of the year. Dem-In- g
Headlight.
An Arkansas

Tlit Day of the
Autos will be as thick as Jack rabbits when the Kl Puso-Iji- s
Cruces
road Is llnlshed. A fine stretch tif
our
miles will Increase the demand
by sixty per cent. Rio (Irande Republican.
Hii..-Wago-

n.

forty-f-

Nil Question About It.
From ull indications Albuquerque
will give the best fair that huH ever
been held In New Mexluo thl ycur,
Itlo (ramio Republican.
"fiMMt ami Vain Kihi-cIi.There will be no discontinuance of
the investigation Into the alleged illegal lamí transactions now being conducted in New Mexico, according to tt
statement yesterday afternoon by Special Assistant to the Attorney General
"

Ormsby Mcllarg, who has Just returned to the city after conferences
with President Roosevelt and Attor-ney- e
General liona parte, Mr. Mcllarg
Inclined to discuss the status of the
Investigation further than that. The
Almanac.

Fair

Kvery

w

ficre.

NOTICE.
given that the partner-ihl- p
heretofore existing between C. II. perry
mil John II. Ollphant, under the firm name
if illlphnnt & Perry. Is this day dissolved
ny mutual rouseip ; Ihe said John II.
retiring, and tho said C. tl. Perry continuing the business. ('. tl. Perry will pay
ill outstanding .accounts owing by the said
Irm. and will collect all debts due to It.
Albuquerque, N. M.. July 17th, 1907.
J. H. (iLIPIIANT.
i". II l'KIIHY
Notice

Is hereby

Doan's Ointment is the best skin
treatment, and the cheapest, because
o little is required to cure. It cures
pile after years of torture. It cures
obstinate cases of eczema. It cures all
skin Itching. It cures skin eruptions.
It heals cuts, bruises, scratches and
abrasions without leaving a scar. It
cures permanently. Albuquerque testimony proves It.
A. M. Whltecomb. hvlnz at 325 N.
Eighth street, Albuquerque, N. M..
says: "I have nothlns to retract from
the recommendation 1 gave for Doan'
I 'or Tainting nnd Taper llanglnc;.
Ointment some five, years ago. What
First-clas- s
I then stated wa to the effect that
work guaranteed
this preparation had cured mo of a
IMionc
717.
508 N. Fourth St.
breaking out. which. If not eczema,
closely resembled this trouble, and
was conlincd to a soot about tho size
of a silver dollar Just below one of
my knees. Off and on for ten yoars
Established 1S73
It
had annoyed me, always being
worse when 1 was In bed or If I would Wholesale Grocer.
Flour, Feed
1 consulted
two of
sit near a lire.
our leading physicians but what they
and Grain. Agent for
gave me proved of no more avail than
Mitchell Wagons.
ail the different kinds of salven and
ointments that I tried. I had no faith Albuquerque
Kqw Mexico
In Doan's Ointment, expecting that It
would act similarly to the other remedies I had used, but I was surprised
o find that the first appllcatlonstopped
the itching and a short continuation of its uso healed the place affected. The fact that I can say after
this long Interval that there has been
no return of the trouble Is pretty good
reason for my willingness to confirm'
my original statement. At the time
of my using Doan's Ointment one of
my grandchildren had salt rheum on
his arm and the Irritation was so great
that it caused him to scratch continually. Despite the fact that It had
resisted all treatment, Doan's Ointment effected a cure and one which
has been permanent. I can reeonv
The balance of our O fords has to
mend this preparation at all times at
go wllhln the next few days. II will
one that can be relied upon to act a
pay you lo lake uilvantuge of tills
represented.
pedal ule und buy mma hot
Fore sale by all dealers. Trice BO
weutlier comfort ul rut price.
Foster-Milburn
cents.
Co.. Buffalo
New York, sole agenta for the United
vlcn's $1,50 Canvas OxStatus.
Remember the name Doan's and
fords, now
$1.20
take no other.
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SflnfRAMCISCO

GET RESULTS -

Fiin Frnnolscti will ir tve birth to a new city
far miirrhr lo her past, once having gotten
rurru.pt and Kraft iik public
rtl of
and Btiimpfd out tho caimett of her full
from itrace. With hrr many contemplateC.

(

hr

Quier & Jeckell,

Impruverm-ntshe will ride, ' hoe nix like
from her allien and obtain nx&ln her pruuil
BtumlliiK ub tho queen city of tho golden

L.B. PUTNEY

Ity dint cf hard work nnd on account of
Die care we have exurciflfd In the past in executing ordt'rii fur plumbing work of every
kind, wo huve obtained our prencnt rnvtubltt
puHltlun of being the leading plumbers In
thin city. If you want to secure the best
work and the best material you will do well
to plnpo your contracta with us. Kstimates
cheerfully furnished.

...

'

Í22

Co.
BellYlumber
J.TheL.Prompt

W. StlOer Ax)e.

r
IdT"

S

K.J

&

-
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Last Call

Tho FiIHoi'm Troubles.
A Missouri woman is sultiK an editor because he said In on- obituary
that her husband hud K'no to a happier homo. All editors should know
by this time that It never pays to
say what they think. Demlng Headhunt.

Can't tell u New Mexico Is not
alive anil awake. Every town in the
territory Is getting up a fall fair and
those New Mexico fair aro always
good, loo. El Paso Herald.
New Jersey Kalltnr Rays.
What
Where lluve We Heart! TIiom Words
M. T. Lynch, editor of th
Phlllllf shunt.
Before?
N. .1 Unity post, writes: "I hava uaoil many
The more thorough the Investiga- kinds of ineipi lues for eouha anil cold In
tion the New Mexican believe
the my family but never anything au km a
greater and clearer will be the vindi- Koley'a Honey
and Tar. 1 rnnnot say too
cation of the people of the territory much In pralaa of It." J. II. U'ltlelly Co.,
from the foul aspersion, dirty slun-de- r druggists.
and Iniquitous libels, which have
been heaped upon the people of New N'OTICK OI' HAI.K Of ttCIIOOI. IIIHTUK T
MONO.
Mexico In the past eighteen months by
t will sell to Inn hltrhest Milder for cash,
fake reformers, dishonest yellow sheet Jt'.iilMiO
t.,nds
by School District
cm respondents and yellow
sheet. Nuinhnr 1.f ISsn J,,Issued
sel Hernallllii County.
The harm that ha been done to I his New
Mexico, for the purpose of erecting a
fair territory hn been great and the school house. Ilids will be received untl',
sooner It Is undone In part at least Mondny. September tth. 19117. Said bonds
the better for the decent Citizenship are due In I'D years, and must lis pnbl in .10
and the good name of New Mexico. years, but sre redeemable after In years,
and bear Interest at Hie rata of ( tier rent,
The Almanac.
per
.

The Silver Lining.
One thing the telegraph strike ha
done. It hM cut off Ihe world from
The Hague conference
proceeding,
and we do not have to read about Ihe
dally scraps of the peace delegate.
fuo Jlerald.

JOURNAL CLASSIFIED ADS

annum,
payable
The
contractor for such school house, may take
.alii bonds at their fie value, or nt Ihe
highest bid ofTered. Inn non.
f Hi. sal,)
bonds will be sold for less than Ninety rents
on the dollar.
.
JOIIV fl HKWKN-Treasurer and
Collector,
Bernalillo County, New Mexico.
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LIGHTNING HAY PRESSE

u to

STANDARD PLUMBING AND
HEATING COMPANY.

Men's $4 Patent Colt Oxfords, now
$3.15
Oxfords, now
Women's $1,75
Oxfords, now

...$1.15
.

Dongola

$1.45

Women's $2.50 Vici Kid
Oxfords, now
$1.95
Women's $3 Vici
fords
.1

Kid Ox-

$2.35

Women's $3,50 Patent
Kid Oxfords, now. $2.85

.

where to go for your plumbing,
let us enlighten you. If you want
broken water or steam pipa fixed, new
gas flit tiros,
bathroom put In, or a
furnace repaired, come to un. We do
r at? kind of
new work
repairs. Our work la riKOt and io are
our pricea.

Men's $3 Vici Kid Oxfords
now
$2.25

Canvas

Korbcr & Co., N. Second
IF YOU'RE IN THE DARK

Men's $2.50 Calf Oxfords,
now
$1.95

Women's $1,50

s J.

WE

OFFER GOOD

LUMBER

VALUES
In every nort of building and finishing
lumber you're apt to require, no matter how large your operation. Jf
you're at all lnterented "it's up to you"
to Invcxtlgnto this utatement for your
own take. Wo welcome a tour through
our yard and all the questioning you

like.

Ghe

IUO GHANDE

LVMDER. COMPANY
Third and Marquette. Phone 8

4

THE ALBUQUERQUE

111,

4The Badge ol Honesty
to get any benefit from them?"
Xol Attorney (irn.'rxl nt 'I line of AlIs on every wra pper of Ductor Tierce's
leged illegiil TiNHisiietions.
Golden Medical Discovery because, a full
Colonel Prieharil was asked .what
list of tlm Ingredients composing It Is
relations he had to the suits recently
printed there in plain English. Forty
filed In the Pernalillo evmnty district
years of experience has proven its superior
court, by the special assistants to the
worth as a blood purifier and Invigoratattorney general of the Tiiited States.
TH ROUGH
CLEAR
ing tonic for tho cure of stomach disorders
"I have been made a defendant in
those suits. They are suits setting up
and all liver ills. It builds up tho runcertain contracts entered into between
down system as no other tonic can in
tho territory and others, rei;ardln
w hich alcohol is used.
The. activo mediccertain timber lands, in which It is
inal principles of native root, such as
claimed that the contracts are illegal
Golden Seal and Queen's root, Stone, and
and were conceived in fraud. When
Mandrako root, Itloodroot and Itlack
I tell you I was not the attorney genCherrybark are extracted and preserved
eral of the territory when the first
d
by the use of chemically pure,
contract was entered Into and was not
Committed
a member of the board of public lands
glycerine. Send to Dr. K. V. Pierce
when tho last contract was made (the
booklet w hich
at BufTakyJi. Y.,
Crime
Dance quotes extracts fromforfre
board having been legislated out of
medexistence) and that I had no official
ical
such as Drs. liartholow.
Has Disappeared in Spite of King,authorities
connection at all w ith the lands of Hie
ScuddeS Coo, Elllngwood and a
territory at that time nor never
host of othopd, showing that these roots
signed any contract you will underffnrts nf Offir.p.rs.
can bo dirnded upon for their curativo
stand that ray relations to the suits
action It all weak states of the stomach,
are not very strong. The gentlemen in
accompanied by indigestion or dyspepsia
who made me a party to these suits
Morning Journal;
rial C
s well ij inall bilious or liver complaint
were probably ignorant as to who
T.lll'ilvhlioi
A.. AX
V 1U
Aiur )
tnd in imwasttng diseases" where thcro
should be made defendants under the r.
law. 'i hese suits, crude ns they an result of a quarrel which started at lá'losVbí'íiesh and gradual running down
will Do given the proper attention wv a Mexican dance hero last Saturday of Mfrstrength and system.
way of demurrer at the proper time
TheTiolden lfdlcal Discovery" makes
night, Trinidad Aguirre from Sonora,
rich, furo blood"" and so Invigorates am?
Mexico, was
by
stabbed
Dlonielo fgnbtesTTi stomach, liver and liowel
the murderer's long knife
BLOWS Villalobos,
passing (dear through Aguirre's body ani. through, them, tho whole system.
and coming out on the oilier side, Thus all skin affections, blotches, pimple's
men had been employed In the and eruptions as well as scrofulous swellings and old open running sores or ulcers
"Kighty-Five- "
mine.
Villalobos had previously attempted aro cured and healed. Iu treating old
to stab Aguirre with a sharp miner's running sores, or ulcers, it is well to it
El
candlestick, liut Aguirre took It away sure, their healing to apply to them Dr.
from him.. Later Aguirre staggered Pierce's
Salve. If your drugInto tho dance hall with the knife gist don't happen to have this Salvo In
fast in his body and a stream of blood stock, send lifty-focents In postage
marking his progress. He fell dead
Little Willie in Deming Gets almost
He. had stamps to Dr. It. V. Tierce. Invalids' Hotel
in the doorway.
Surgical Institute. Htiftalo, N. Y and
some lifty yards with tho andlargo
box of tho
Away With Nearly $40 While walked
a
Salvo"
knife through his heart.
will
reach you by return post.
The alarm was given and Deputy , You
accept
can
a
afford
nosto
secret
t
the Telegraphers are on a Sheriff Mci.rnth was soon there, hut trum as a substitute for this
'
he could learn nothing of the light, medicino
ok known composition, not
Strike,
nor who had stabbed Asuirre until even though
tho urgent dealer may
morning. As soon as Villalobos
thereby
make a littlo bigger profit.
tho light, ho went to Willie
Tierce's
Dr.
Pleasant Tellet't regulate
l
('iirri'KpnniU'iH-Mnrnlng Journal.) Hughes and borrowed a hors to ride
and Invigorate stomach, liver and linwels.
Deming, N. M., Aug. 24. The au- to the mine and got away. In the Sugar-coatetiny
granules, easy to take
morning some of those who knew, as candy.
thorities of Deming are still wonder- about the tight opened
up and told
ing what has become of "Little" Wil- about It. It was then learned that
lie Harvey, , w ho l ist Sunday night Villalobos had borrowed the horse.
blew the safe of Knowles and Row- His trail was found, nnd it led south Southwestern round house In East Kl
toward Mexico. He had several hours! I'aso'.
land's machine shop with
the start, and was in Mexico, before
Clárela was ii machinist employed
and got away with tlx; contents a start was made after him.
It is In the Southwestern
shops and disapdolnearly
to
fortv
which amounted
probable that he will show up all' peared
afternoon. Friday
lars. "Little Willie," who had re- some mining camp in southern Ai - morning Thursday
fellow machinist made the
cently arrived here and secured a Job zona, and may be token In. There gruesome afind.
The body was covered
with Knowles and Rowland, chose have been several cutting scrapes at with
oil
nnd water which Tilled
the
the psychological moment when the these Saturday night dances, but this
the trench to u depth of several feet.
telegraphers were on strike to pull ' was tho first fatal one.
There were no marks of vlolenc"
oft the job. Consequently it was im- about tho corpse, other than thegash
possible for the officers to wire neigh-- j
on tho hencl, about an Inch in length,
boring towns to be on the lookout for
which with the contusion around It,
the enterprising young man. "Little,
had apparently been Indicted with
Willie," who claimed to be from Den-some blunt instrument.
ver, where he said he and his mother
The pit where the body was found,
was living, Is an honest, innocent
is probably three or lour feet deep,
looking bov about seventeen yVars of
with a narrow trench, about eighteen
age, but the way he did the safeI
E inches wide, running down its length.
cracking job shows that he is no novIn this trench water and oil from the
ice W the business.
engines had accumulated to a depth
The safe was evidently only on the
of three feet, and the body was hidday catch, as the boy burglar didn't .
den beneath the greasy Muid.
drill the safe door In order to blow-ItCoroner Marshall viewed the reHe poured the explosive through
mains, and made Inquiries of several
a crack over the too of the safe door
of the employes of the shoos, but was
and while the blowout was heard by aj
unable to gather any information
number in the vicinity of the explo
Alending to the machinist's death. Th
sion. It was not strong enough I'M
signed by the coroner reads
wrench the safe door ofl or very knur huPSTPlfl Mflf ihlllisfs HílV certificate
"death caused bv the deceased having
badly damage the safe otherwise.. he
his head crushed."
jar alone rendered the safo easy o
niccmomrl
the Rev!1 No testimony has been taken byu !'- v b L u
open and the boy robber quickly
Marshall, but an Investigathrew the door back und wThe!tSshcd, in Pool of
hohl with a view to
through the contents of the safe
the cause of
,
vN "vonB, If
,
r,. .
safe contained about f 37 In cash nn.Hi
uiri--ro- w
nay buspeciea,
several checks, besides the books anil
machinist was mur
valuable papers, but the boy tool; the
body
thrown Into til"
dered,
and
bis
parts.
cash only and left for unknown
Idea of concealment,
tho
with
water
gash
ear,
it
unbehind
liis
and
With
left
was
not
dlscovi'd
The robherv
whether bis death was accidental,
til 8 o'clock Monday morning, when blood ooxing from his mouth and ears, or
Is a question that will probably not bo
Mr. Kowland opened up for business. the body of (Iregorlo (!. (arela was determined
us
by the investigation,
found Friday morning shortly before
mum at the bottom of the trench of no witnesses have so far been found
MOUMMl JOI KNAI. WANT AI)3
myson
light
the
jan engine pit in tho HI i'aso and who can throw any
imi.NU ItUSl'LTÜ
tery.
(arela was is years hi, und a very
Intelligent .Mexican.
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Calls Persons Who Insinuate
'
There Might Have Been Timber. land Frauds "Babbling
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HANDS sVlÁLL BUNCH TO
THE FOREIGN AGENTS

Former Attorney General Declares Government Repre-

What the Morning Journal Does for Advertisers
and How It Does It.

I

sentatives are "Ignorant''
and That Suits are "Crude,"

Advertising In llic Morning Journal has a far broader, deeper,
more satisfactory meaning, than in any oilier New Mexico

-

ISperlnl Corrcupondcnre
Morning Journal. 1
Fe, N. M., Aug. 24. It appears that the lion. George Washington I'richard, formerly attorney general of tho territory is a trifle

"All-Heali-

Mr. Pilchard. It will be remembcr- ed, Is a defendant, along with orno
other territorial officials of the old
regime, in suits brought by the government through Its representatives,

newspaper.
It is

Peyton Cordon and Ormsby Mcllarg,

to set aside alleged fraudulent sale of
territorialtimber lands to lumber
ompanks. Mr. Prichard has been induced to break his silence in regard
to his position in the ease and has
reluctantly granted the Santa Fe New
Mexican a
interview on
the subject. Mr. Prle Hard, wlin It
Will be recalled, was rendered snmc
valuable assistance by the government
men in filing exceptions in behalf of
the territory to the referee's report in
the Jiiusum ease, is evidentlv not in
sympathy with the methods nor procedure ofthe government representatives. The interview is as follows:
'"I went into tno office of attorney
general of this territory on the lilth
day of November, 1904, and left the
office on the first day of June, A. 1).
l!i6. 1 again entered the office on
May 1, 1!MI7, and retired therefrom
on the lr.lh of this month, i was a
member of the board of public lands
from the day 1 took tho oath of office
on Hie lilih day of November, 1 !04,
until the board became defunct on the
Kiili d ly of May, llic.l.
Ifining the
time I was attorney general not an
acre of the lands of this territory was
onlracted for or, sold to any one.
There had been some lands sold by
the board before I went Into office',
and I had occasion from time to time
to look Into such sales, and It never
occurred to me that the territorial
i.imi Hoard had ticen guilty of any
fraud in the disposition of any of tin:
lands belonging to the territory. 'No
facts ever came to my knowledge, on
which such a conclusion could be
based.
"Fraud in this relation Implies detwo-colu-

nitro-gly-ceri-

GRUESOME FIND

Albuquerque and vicinity homes where the Morning Journal is so popular that it has a circulation in excess of the
combined dailies of New Mexico.
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you arc not advertising in the Morning
LOSING
not saving money.

If

1

0raii"m

ception, collusion, cheating, swindling
and official corruption.
Knowitm
the men who constituted hat board,
1 would be loath to believe that either of them could be guilty of a dishonest act. If there were any dishonesty there, it would be no trouble to
show it. There may have been cases
where Individual)! have imposed on
may have secured
the board unci
some of Die territoiial lands for speculation, but such things are liable to
happen and do happen to the land
oflicers of the I'niled Stales freouenl-ly- .
I know
that certain evilly disposed persons have charged that tac
board or certain members of it. received money or other consideration
for favoring certain applicants to purchase .territorial lands, but these are
the meaningless words of the slanderer. There is no trulh In the
to .'Upport them. These babbling fiends are not lo be believed,
and they rre not believed by tin
thinking num. The story Is without
foundation, and is a lie upon lis face.
lo you suppose for a moment that
If there were any trulh in such reports, that affidavits would nut have
been furnished of the facts, to these
foreign agents, who would roll them
as sweet
morsels
under
their
,
tongues?"
llul 5 IVr Cent of LihkIs 1Ishm'iI Of.
Colonel Prli haril was asked how
y
much of the lands granted lo the
under the act of congress of
June 21, A. I. lX'.IK, had been sold.
'
Hu m.
His answer wus:
"Hy that uct the general government granted to thu territory for Institutional purposes 1,343,11X0 acres.
The I'nlted States land commission
consisting of the governor, the surveyor general and, the attorney general, has from time to time located
aiol selected to the credit of the various lnsllltitloim named in the act
marly all of the lands thus granted.
I trust no charge has ever been made
that there was any fraud In this selection und .location. The secretary
of the iuteiior approved these selections ami a charge of fraud In these
selections would Involve that officer
as well as the board. Mr. Hitchcock
was secretary of the Interior at the
time, and as he H regarded by many
its a paragon of virtue, It would be
blasphemy to connect his name with
thoufraud of any sort. Seventy-on- e
sand and eighty acres of these selected lands have been sold by the territory, or about r per cent of the total
area of the 1,343,0X0 acres donated
by the genual government.' I hae
known of one forest fire In Ibis
that destroyed more timber In
one week than all of the above 71.0X0
acres ever contained. Tho territory
received for thru 71. OSO acres Hie
sum of $227,75.82, which the terrl-toiveducHt o a I and other public
Institutions have received the ben, fit
of. Not an acre of these lands sold
for less than three dollars an acre
and come of it sold for as much hs
four dollars and fifty cents tin n, re.
This was from a dollar and Ncventj-flv- e
cents to threo dollars and twenty,
five cents more than the minimum
(rice fixed by tho act of congress.
The timber that turn been cut from
any of these sold lands has Rone Into
the construction of himw and other
Improvements for the benefit of Hie
people of this territory.
The poor
lands were sold will) the good and
many acre sold for more than they
were worth. What are thes lands
to be owned by the territory for If
not to pass Into thn hands of the people, for their benefit and for tho
benefit of the educational nnd olher
public Institutions nf the territory?
liic
Why shoii'd the lerrllojy play
pail of the doit In the iiihiikci', by
beneno
holding Iheso lands, netting
fit from lliem and allowing no une
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The most critical exactness is
exercised in every process.
That's why Ulatz Beers are
always the same.
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Journal, you are

Morning Journal advertising is good for your competitors,
and it would be good for you.
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When your advertisement is inserted in the Morning Journal
half of the work is done. The seed of success is sown. And
it goes into a fertile field
the most representative homes of
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synonymous

g
painstaking,
service. Servicemark you for when a Morning Journal solicitor is sent for he represents an organization
that will help you plan a campaign, write, illustrate, and set all
advertisements an organization that will sec that your advertisements arc placea in- suitable positions that, in
short, will help you in every way to make your advertising a
mighty factor in making money for you.
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OF THE ATCHISON, TOPEKA & SANTA FE RAILWAY. THE NEW CITY OF BELEN IS 31 MILES SOUTH OF ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.. IS kl
LOCATED ON THE BELEN CUT-OF- F
LEADING EAST ANO WEST FROM GALVESTON ANU CHICAGO TO SAN FRANCISCO AND LOS ANGELES,
THE JUNCTION CF THE MAIN LUJES OF THE SANTA FE SYSTEM
FROM THE NORTHERN STATES TO EL PASO, TEXAS, AND THE REPUBLIC OF MEXICO.

The Helen Uot&n and Improvement Company
DC CO RrO K AT A Q)
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points in the United States and Mexico its futute growth as a Commercial point cannot bo estimated. All fast limited, mail, express and freight trains will pass through Helen to
Chicago, Kansas Citv4 Galveston and the Pacific Coast, Tho water Is good and climate unsurpassed. Bclon has a $18,000 public school house, two churches, a commercial
newspaper and a good hotel. The lots oftercd arc low In prices' and terms easy, (hi third of purclub, three hotels, restaurants, etc. It needs' right now a good
may remain on note and mortgage for one year with Interest at 8 per cent per annum. Title perfect and warranty deeds given.
chase money cash;
to
the choico lots. Per further particulars and prices of lots call In person or wlte to
secure
wish
if
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The Beleh Town and Improvement Company
JOHN TiECKETl. rrcsfdent

WM. sV. VETtGE'R.

Secretary
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THE ALBUQUERQUE
EwliiKlve Agrilla for
The Edwin C. Burt Mmkw
For Women and Children.
i

Beat line of
School Sltoefl eve
Carried In the City.

Sole Agents for the Celebrated
M. A. Packard $3.50, $1.00 and
$3.0O Shoe for Men.

Men.

DISCOUNT FOR CASH

500 PAIRS I (tJEE PANTS
ALBUQUERQUE

SUMMER COMFORTS

TRIP TO

STRENUOUS

can be enjoyed by providing
your piazza with cool and comfortable porch rockers, wicker
chairs and settees in reed ana
rattan furniture, your sleeping
rooms with our light bird's eye
maple, enamel and willow furniture,, which you will - find in
such variety and at such comfortable prices at our store.

Have just been put on sale at our store. They
were picked upby our New York buyer and
are a big bargain worth $1.00 to $1.75 a
pair as they are made out of high grade,

TRAVELERS

216 West Central Avenue.

Extiuwlve Agrilla for the famous
Souk' Shoe torn
Fxluin Clup

TWENTY PER CENT

Remember

Manager.

LEON HERTZOG,

i'i 'la;

26,' 1907;
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MONDAY

HOODOO ATTENDS

The Ideal Shoe Store,
We Shoe and Clothe the Feet

MORNING JOURNAL,

suitings, remnants of cheviots, of
worsteds and all wool serges. They are made
up plain and bloomer style; sizes 4 to 17.
years; they go while they" last
all wool
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